TOWN OF NORWICH
P.O. Box 376
NORW|CH, VERMONT 05055-0376
TEL. (802) 649-1419 Ext. l0l or 1O2

Asenda for Special Selectboard Meetinq of Wednesdav. Julv 29. 2015 at 6:30 PM
(Times Are Approximate)

1) Approval of Agenda (Action ltem) 2 minutes

2) Capital Facilities (Discussion ltem) 30 minutes
3) Project Management (Discussion/Possible Action ltem) 10 minutes
a) Opinion from Paul Gillies
4) Town Manager Evaluation Process (Discussion/PossibleAction ltem) 10 minutes
5) Town Manager Contract (Discussion/Possible Action ltem) 10 minutes
6) Town Manager's Salary and Grade and Step Arrangement (Discussion/Possible Action
Item/Possible Executive Session) 10 minutes
7) Payroll Policy and Procedure (Discussion/Possible Action ltem) 10 minutes
8) Main Street Sidewalk from Hazen Street to Koch Road (Discussion/Possible Action ltem)
10 minutes

Next Regular Meeting

- Auqust 26. 2015 at 6:30 PM

To receive email notices of Selecföoard meetings and hearings, agendag minutes and
other notices, send an email to manaqer-assistant(õnorwich.vt.us requesting to be
placed on the Town Email List.
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STEPHENA, RÉYNEs

To:

Neil Fulton

From: Pa¡l

RE: Soctíon 1236(4) and who votes to shifr supervision
You ask for my view ofthc meaning of 24 V.S.A. $

123(4).

That sub,sestion lists one

of

thc drtties of a Town lr,lan¡ger,

(a) To have charge and supenrision of all public town buildings, repairs tlrcreon,
and rcpain of buildings of thc úown school district upon requisition of thc school
dfuec'ton; and all building done by tho town or town sohool district, unless
otherwise speoially votcd, sh¿ll be dons under his or her cbarge and supervision

You wo¡dor if tho words, 'ürd aU building done by tho toum or toum sohool disüiot,
rmloss otherwiso speoífically voted,'¡ofer to a vote oftho Selcctboa¡d or tlre town votero. fhat
question turns on anothor--{o votcr¡ havo arüority to vote ûo hrn the suporvÍsion of buildings
to soms other offioisl or ontity than a mamger.
The strtub is outdåted, as it dow not rsflect thc changes to the lerve rclating ûo school
dishic'ts' urhich formcrrly werc bcated as depar&rents of ¿ town" with sohool hous€s fte$¡ently
hsving boæ pttrchnsed $'ith dc€ds ptactng thc toruU not the sshool d¡stict, as thÊ o$mø of thc
lot and occasionally tho school housc built on that land. That is still the case in some towns.
Cunsrrt sohool law dividcs the power over infiæür¡ctr¡¡p this way: the votcrs "[m]ay authorize
the school board to e¡rtcr into leasçs of real propcrty for morc than tbree ycars, ûo purohase
buildíngF or sitcs for school purposcs, to locate and erect schoolhouses, and to sell, or otherwisc
disposc o{, sc'hoolhouscs or sitcs for sane," and thc school board "[s]hall havc thc possession,
caro, contol, and managcment ofthe properrty of thc sclrool dishíct, subject to the authority
vest€d Ín the clectorate or any school district official." The school board is also authorized to
'keep the school builditUs md grounds in good repair, suitably equippe{ insurcd, and in safe
and mnitary condition æ all timæ." 16 V.S.A. $$ 562(2) and 563(3) e

(),

Lalw lelating to the upkecp of buildinp owncd by a ûovm are not as articulata. Tlrey do
provide clear authority for tho voters of ttre town at a rcgular or special town meeting to "vote to
place thc constuction of a building to be ercçted for public pt¡rposes undcr the general
supervision and conhol of a building commíttoe." 24 V.S.A. $ 2S03. In other worrds, the
Selectboard's autlrority is exclusively to appoint a committee, once the voters have decided the

quostion. trr light of thcse laws, 'tnless othenvise specificolty vot€d" mçaûs a town meeting
not one of the Sclectboard. This reflccts tlrc way the law handlos Town Managers. Unt¡te
Town Adminístaûors, tha office of Town Managcr is largcly indopondont of tlre Soloctboard, the
pow€rs of the officc being dclogatcd not by tlæ Board but bi the law, oncs thc Town Manager
sysÞm h¡s boon established by a votc of thc toum.

voþ

*other

€dty," thc buildfng oommittoo mentioned in soodon 2803, is a body
appoinbd by tho Scleotboard. As with tho Manager, the Solcctboard is not cmpowercd to go
11ro

beyondanadvisory¡oleinthcwaythecor¡nittocdoesißwork Thecommitieewoulddõcide
whom to hírc to do tho work the Boa¡d would need to sign the conhact, and could excrcisc some
conEol duing thd process.
You also asked whcther the appoinffrørt of a building committcc applies only to one
prcjeof or to all projcctsuntit thctppointment is rescinded. The oatute suggrrts tho delegated
authority is not a goneral grant of power ovcr all buildir¡gs, but only onc Uunaing at a drñe,
unlcss thc resolution ø'catíng tho committec spooifiedthat ttrc delegæion appüeõm othsrknowri

ptojoots.

ïh¡nlcs.

Municipal Authority to Act is
Controlled by the State
Vermont's constitution doesn't actually grant
{
aüyporwer or legal authority directly to
towns and cities.
{
*L+
Instead, municipalities receive allof their
,:*
,.F!
þsat authority from the Vermont legislature
Towns are truly a subdivision of the state.
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Dillion's Rule
Local governments have only three
types of power:
1

Those granted in express rtrordsi
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2

Those necessarily or fairly implied
in or incident to the porrers
expressly granted; and
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3. Those essential to the declared
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objects and purposes of the
corporation.
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SPRING SELEGTBOARD INSTITUTE MARCH
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vermont is a Dillon's Rule State
In contrast to the po\rrers of states - which are unlimited
except for express state or federal constitution
restrictions - municipalities only have the poïwers that
td
are expressly granted to them by their state
.':

legislatures.
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Under Dillion's Rule, one must assume that local
'I
government does NIOT have th; po\Mer in question.

iI

If there's a question about a local goveffiment's poïwer
or authority, then the local government does NOT
eceive the benefit of the doubt.
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Selectboard Legal Authority
"'We have consistently adhered to the

so- {

called Dillon's Rule that amunicipalitv I
has only those poïtlrers and fr¡nctionr'' =fl,
specifically authorized by the legislature, ;-
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exercise thereof."
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A- Petition of BaII Mountain Dam Hydroelectric Proiecitr
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Vermont Laws
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The Vermont Statutes Online
Tltle 24: Munlclpal And Gounty Government
ChÐtsr OTI z Constructlon¡ Condemnatlon
g

2803. Bulldlng commlttce; vote of town ordlstrlct

A municlpallty may vote to place the constructlon of a bulldlng to be erected for
publlc purposes under the general supervislon and control of a bulldlng
committee.

htþ//legislature.vermont. gov/statute st æctâonl24/ 07 7 t02g}3
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TOWN OF NORWICH
EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE REVIEW

Employee's Name - Last, First, Ml

Employee's Grade and Step

Period of Report

Type of Report

From:

Employee's Working Title

tr Annual tr Salary lncrease
tr Other (specifv)

To:

rt
Does the job description accurately and directly relate to the job performed by the employee?

tr

Yes

tr

No

lf No, attach a revision of the job description

Part ll - Appraisal of Obiectives
Overallprogress on Goals and Objectives

tr Above

Expectation

E

tr

Meets Expectation

Below Expectation

ln the space below summarize the progress made on Goals and Objectives from last review. List new
Goals and Obiectives.

Part lll - Appraisal of Emolovee Performance
Rate the employee for each performance characteristic by marking the box that best indicates the
employee's level of achievement. Base each rating on the employee's demonstrated performance.
Comments may be provided to explain a particular rating, and are required when an Above Expectation
or Below Expectation rating is designated.

A. Planning
Assess the ability to develop a plan to complete the work.
O Above

Expectation

tr

Meets Expectation

tr

Below Expectation

Comments

B.lnitiative
Assess the ability to be enterprising and industrious to stay ahead of the job.

tr Above

Expectation tr Meets Expectation

tr Below Expectation

Comments

Ver 12-17-12
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Town of Norwich
Employee Performance Review
C. Quality

Assess the level ofaccuracy, content and thoroughness ofwork.

Expectation tr Meets Expectation

tr Above

tr

Below Expectation

Comments

D. Productivity

Assess the amount of work completed in relation to expectations.

Expectation tr Meets Expectation tr Below Expectation

tr Above
Comments

E. Knowledge

Assess the familiarity with techniques and procedures needed to complete the work.

t

Expectation tr Meets Expectation

Above

tr

Below Expectation

tr

Below Expectation

Comments

F. Judgement

Assess ability to weight alternatives and arrive at conclusions

tr Above

Expectation tr Meets

Expectation

Comments

G. Teamwork

Assess the ability to work with others, when appropriate, to attain organizational goals and objectives.

D Above

Expectation tr Meets Expectation

tr

Below Expectation

Comments

Ver 12-17-12
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Town of Norwich
Em ployee Performance Review
H. Leadership

Assess the ability to develop and guide subordinates or coworkers to successful completion of objectives
through increasing their knowledge, skills and abilities, if applicable.

tr

O Above Expectation

Meets

Expectation

tr

Below Expectation

Comments

l. Attendance/Pu nctuality
Assess the reliability to be on time and honor time commitments.

0

Above

Expectation

tr

Meets

Expectation

D Below Expectation

Comments

J. lnterpersonal Relations
Assess the ability to communicate and listen effectively to other employees.
O Above Expectation
O Meets Expectation tr Below Expectation

Assess the ability to communicate policies and procedures effectively and accurately to members of the
public, and to respond to problems and complaints in a tactful manner.
D Above Expectation
fl Meets Expectation tr Below Expectation

K. Development and Training:
ldentify any developmental or training activities

the employee has completed since his/her

last

performance evaluation.

lndicate recommendations for further development and training for purposes of preparing the employee
for additional responsibilities or for improvement of current job performance.

Ver 12-17-12
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Town of Norwich
Employee Performance Review

Part V

-

Overall Performance Ratinq

Rate the employee's overall performance by marking the box that best indicates the employee's level of
achievement. Supervisor's comments on the employee's overall performance may be documented, and
are required when an Outstanding or inadequate performance rating is designated.

tr Above

Expectation

tr

Meets

Expectation tr Below

Expectation

Comments

Part Vl - Employee's Gomments
Employee may comment on all or any part of the information contained in this document, including the
evaluation process. lf the employee does not concur with the evaluation, check the appropriate box in
Part Vll and explain the reasons for disagreement.

Part Vll - Siqnatures
Employee's Signature

tr

Date

I do not concur (Use Part Vl for Comments).

Supervisor's Signature

o
.
.

Date

Add additional sheets for more comments
A self-evaluation may be done on a separate copy of this form
Sections not applicable to a specific job may be marked "N/A"

Ve¡ 12-17-12
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c8w oF seuTþs B[JRt-til¡GTOr{
NfrANAGE&'IENT EVALIJA'å'ION FOR TÞIE COTY AñANAGER
P{iRf;OË-E-

A periodic evaluation process is critical to the ongoing effectiveness of City Council and
City tvfanag€r rela{ons. The process should focus on how effectively the Manager is
accomplishing the dutieg delineated in the City Charter, as well as severai key performance
a¡eas idertified in the evaluaÍion form- Ultimatel¿ this process should-provide City
Council and the Cþ ldanager the opportruri¡y to er¡aluate objectively the efestivenress of
tåre l\,fanager, and to identi$ æeas of needed ímprovernent in a constn¡ctive and

thoughtful manner.

PROCESS
There are two wriuen components oftåe evaluation process: 1) the Setf-EvalúirtionForm

to be cornpleted by the Ciry Adanageç and 2) the Evaluation Form ro be completed by
each member of City Couacil ggd the City lvfanager. The SelÊEvaluation Form äæo t¡t
nruqger the opporûrnity-.to provide aatrative..tÞ9potüt€s to questions regarding
accomplishmeats" goals, strengths and wea*¡resses,'etc. Tlre Evahãtio¡ Form itsef is

mainly a numerical rating of¡pecific performance criteri¿. Combined" tlrcse forms should
provid-q:a usefi¡l picture of past performance.and firture e4pectations. Please note that
while it is intended for this process to be undert¿ken annuatty, the City Council may
choose to h¿ve interim evaluations if.it deems necessary.
The timetable for impleurenting this process is as follor¡n:

I

the evaluation procesl slrould be cornpløed by Febnrary 2g of each year. Amualt¡
the Couacil Chair and Cíty lv{anager witt establish a datg time and iocation for the
Evaluation Session. City ì,Aanager will initiate oompletion of the Self-Eraluation
Form.

2- At least th¡ee weeks before the scheduted evaluation, the City Àdanager will provide
each councilor a copy

ofthe eealuation form to be completed.

3. At least two weeks prior to the scheduled evaluation,

each Councilor go.mpletes an
er¡aluation fornq signs it, and rstums one copy to the chair,ofthe cogncï.

4., The Châirtabulates

the fesults of the walurJou

ø*r. r

.

;
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CITY MANAGER's Annual Evaluation
February, 2009

By
The purpose of the annual evaluation is to facilitate communication between the Manager and Council about the
Manager's performance and how the Council can be best served by the Manager. This form is intended to provide
input and guidance which is then reviewed in a face to face meeting.
The International City/County Management Association (ICMA) has developed a list of core practices that are
essential to local govemment management. This list has been adapted to for local use. Please rate the City
Manager's performance in these areas and offer any additional comments as you see fit. If you're not completing
this electronically, feel free to use the back for added comments if you need more spac€. Please use the following
rating scale.

- Excellent, regularly exceeds expectations in this area
- Very good, often exceeds expectations in this area
3 - Satisfactory, meets expectations in this area
2 - Below Average, occasionally fails to meet expectations
I - Poor, regularly fails to meet expectations in this area.

5

4

1.

in this area

Staff Effectiveness: Promoting the development and performance of staff and employees throughout the
organization (requires knowledge of interpersonal relations; skill in motivation techniques; ability to identify
others' strengths and weaknesses). Practices that contribute to this core content area are:

¡

COACIIING/MENTORING Providing direction, support, and feedback to enable others to meet their full
potential (requires knowledge offeedback techniques; ability to assess performance and identify others'

.

TEAM LEADERSHIP Facilitating teamwork (requires knowledge of team relations; ability to direct

¡
¡

developmental needs)
and

coordinate group efforts; skill in leadership techniques)

EMPOWERMENT Creating

a

work environment that encourages responsibility and decision making at

all organizational levels (requires skill in sharing authority and removing barriers to creativity)
DELEGATING Assigning responsibility to others (requires skill in deflrning expectations, providing
direction and support, and evaluating results)

Rating:
Comments:

2.

Policy Facilitation: Helping elected officials and other community actors identiff, work toward, and achieve
common goals and objectives (requires knowledge of group dynamics and political behavior; skill in
communication, facilitation, and consensus-building techniques; ability to engage others in identifying issues
and outcomes). Practices that contribute to this core content area are:
a

a

FACILITATIVE LEADERSHIP Building cooperation and consensus among and within diverse groups,
helping them identify common goals and act effectively to achieve them; recognizing interdependent
relationships and multiple causes of community issues and anticipating the consequences of policy
decisions (requires knowledge of community actors and their interrelationships)
FACILITATING COUNCIL EFFECTryENESS Helping elected ofücials develop a policy agenda that
can be implemented effectively and that serves the best interests of the community (requires knowledge of
role/authority relationships between elected and appointed officials; skill in responsibly following the lead
of others when appropriate; ability to communicate sound information and recommendations)

a

MEDIATION/NEGOTIATION Acting as a neutral party in the resolution of policy disputes (requires
knowledge of mediation/negotiation principles; skill in mediation/negotiation techniques)

Rating:
Comments:

3.

Functional and Operational Expertise and Planning: Practices that contribute to this core content area arel
a

a

FUNCTIONAVOPERATIONAL EXPERTISE Understanding the basic principles of service delivery in
functional areas--e.g., public safety, community and economic development, human and social serviceso
administrative services, public works (requires knowledge of service areas and delivery options)
OPERATIONAL PLANNING Anticipating future needs, organizing work operations, and establishing
timetables for work units or projects (requires knowledge oftechnological advances and changing
standards; skill in identifying and understanding trends; skill in predicting the impact of service delivery
decisions)

Rating:
Comments

4.

Citizen Service: Determining citizen needs and providing responsive, equitable services to the community
(requires skill in assessing community needs and allocating resources; knowledge of information gathering
techniques)

Rating:
Comments

5. Performance Measurement/Management and Quality Assurance: Maintaining a consistently high level of
quality in staffwork, operational procedures, and service delivery (requires knowledge oforganizational processes;
ability to facilitate organizational improvements; ability to set performance/ productivity standards and objectives
and measure results)

Rating:
Comments

6. Initiative, Risk Taking, Vision, Creativity, and Innovation: Setting an example that urges the organization and
the community toward experimentation, change, creative problem solving, and prompt action (requires knowledge
of personal leadership style; skill in visioning, shifting perspectives, and identifting options; ability to create an
environment that encourages initiativc and innovation). Practices that contribute to this core content area are:

a

INITIATM

AND RISK TAKING Demonstrating

a personal

orientation toward action and accepting

responsibility for the results; resisting the status quo and removing stumbling blocks that delay progress
a

toward goals and objectives
VISION Conceptualizing an ideal future state and communicating it to the organization and the community

a

CREATMTY AND INNOVATION Developing new ideas or practices; applying existing

ideas and

practices to new situations

Rating:
Comments:

7. Technological Literacy; Demonstrating an understanding of information technology and ensuring that it is
incorporated appropriately in plans to improve service delivery, information sharing, organizational communication,
and citizen access (requires knowledge oftechnological options and their application)

Rating:
Comments:

8. Democratic Advocacy and Citizen Participation: Demonstrating a commitment to democratic principles by
respecting elected officials, community interest groups, and the decision making process; educating citizens about
local govemment; and acquiring knowledge of the social, economic, and political history ofthe community (requires
knowledge of democratic principles, political processes, and local government law; skill in group dynamics,
communication, and facilitation; ability to appreciate and work with diverse individuals and groups and to follow the
community's lead in the democratic process). Practices that contribute to this core content area arc:

DEMOCRATIC ADVOCACY Fostering the values and integrity of representative government and local
democracy through action and example; ensuring the effective participation of local govemment in the
intergovernmental system (requires knowledge and skill in intergovemmental relations)
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION Recognizing the right of citizens to influence local decisions and promoting
active citizen involvement in local governance

Rating:
Comments:

9. Diversity: Understanding and valuing the differences among individuals and fostering these values throughout
the organization and the community

Rating:
Comments:

10. Budgeting: Preparing and administering the budget (requires knowledge of budgeting principles and practices,
revenue sources, projection techniques, and financial control systems; skill in communicating financial information)

Rating:
Comments:

11. Financial Analysis: Interpreting financial information to assess the short-term and long-term fiscal condition
the community, determine the cost-effectiveness of programs, and compare alternative strategies (requires
knowledge of analytical techniques and skill in applying them)

of

Rating:
Comments:

12. Human Resources Management: Ensuring that the policies and procedures for employee hiring, promotion,
performance appraisal, and discipline are equitable, legal, and current; ensuring that human resources are adequate
to accomplish programmatic objectives (requires knowledge of personnel practices and employee relations law;
ability to project workforce needs)

Rating:
Comments

13. Strategic Planning: Positioning the organization and the community for events and circumstances that are
anticipated in the future (requires knowledge of long-range and strategic planning techniques; skill in identifying
trends that will affect the community; ability to analyze and facilitate policy choices that will benefit the community
in the long run)

Rating:
Comments:

14. Advocacy and Interpersonal Communication: Facilitating the flow of ideas, information, and understanding
between and among individuals; advocating effectively in the community interest (requires knowledge of
interpersonal and group communication principles; skill in listening, speaking, and writing; ability to persuade
without diminishing the views of others). Practices that conhibute to this core content area are:
a

ADVOCACY Communicating personal support for policies, programs, or ideals that

serve the best

interests of the community
a

INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION Exchanging verbal and nonverbal

messages with others in a
way thaf demonstrates respect for the individual and furthers organizational and community objectives
(requires ability to receive verbal and nonverbal cues; skill in selecting the most effective communication
method for each interchange)

Rating
Comments:

15. Presentation Skills: Conveying ideas or information effectively to others (requires knowledge of presentation
techniques and options; ability to match presentation to audience)

Rating:
Comments

16. Media Relations: Communicating information to the media in a way that increases public understanding of
local government issues and activities and builds a positive relationship with the press (requires knowledge of media
operations and objectives)

Rating:
Comments:

17. Integrity: Demonstrating fairness, honesty, and ethical and legal awareness in personal and professional
relationships and activities (requires knowledge ofbusiness and personal ethics; ability to understand issues ofethics
and integrity in specific situations). Practices that contribute to this core content area are:

PERSONAL INTEGRITY Demonstrating accountability for personal actions; conducting personal
a

a

relationships and activities fairly and honestly
PROFESSIONAL INTEGRITY Conducting professional relationships and activities fairly, honestly,
legally, and in conformance with the ICMA Code of Ethics (requires knowledge of adminishative ethics
and specifrcally the ICMA Code of Ethics)
ORGANIZATIONAL INTEGRITY Fostering ethical behavior throughout the organization through
personal example, management practices, and training (requires knowledge of administrative ethics; ability
to instill accountability into operations; and ability to communicate ethical standards and guidelines to
others)

Rating:
Comments:

18. Personal Development: Demonstrating a commitment to a balanced life through ongoing self-renewal and
development in order to increase personal capacity (includes maintaining personal health, living by core values;
continuous learning and improvement; and creating interdependent relationships and respect for differences).

Rating:
Comments:

In addition to the above listed practices, there are four additional areas ofdiscussion:

19. Overall Performance: Balancing all priorities and issues, practices and skills. In a general way, how does the
Manager's overall performance meet your expectations as a City Council Member?

Rating:

Comments:

20. City Government performance: How does the performance of the City Government meet your expectations
City Council Member. If there are particular areas of praise or concern, please identifr in the comments

as a

section.

Rating:
Comments:

21. Accomplishments or Concerns: Are

there any specific areas of praise or concem of the City Manager and,/or
any specific accomplishments or problems that you would like to mention?

Comments:

22. Upcoming Issues: Please list what you think are the top five issues for the city in2009-20010?
Comments:

Thank you very much for taking the time to complete this. Please send it back via e-mail or hard copy to Sandy
Pitonyak at the City Manager's ofüce by Friday February 7ü so that it can be compiled for discussion on February
l4th-

Performance Expectations and Review
Norwich Town Manager: (Name)
Review Period: [Date 1)

-

[Date 2)

x
Supporting Goals
(May include specific major initiatives. May include deadlines.)

Element

G

tra)

U
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trør
oã
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o

F
A.
Develops Budget

B.
Manages

Expenditures and
Income

c.
Manages Town
Departments
D.

Manages
Personnel Policíes

1.
2.
3.
4,
1.
2.
3.

Assists Selectboard in development ofbudgetary guidelines.

4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Collectsdelinquenttaxes.
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The proposed budget meets guidelines as set by September 15.

Budgetary briefing provides clear justifications and options.
Assists SB in developing final budget for Town Meeting approval.

Controlsexpendituresagainstbudget.
Adapts to emergencies within the budget.
Applies appropriate controls to town financial obligations, consistent with SB financial
policies.

Plans and approves departmental programs within budget.
Assures that departmental programs meet town expectations.
Assures that the town's fixed assets are maintained to expectations.
Assures that the town's capital assets are maintained to expectations.
Conducts documented interim and annual performance reviews of department heads.
Reviews and approves annual performance reviews, performed by department heads.

Promotes and supports policies that encourage staff development.
Assures compliance with personnel policies, EEO laws and other statutory requirements.

Norwich Town Manager Performance Expectations and Review-Generic.doc
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Performance Expectations and Review
>'

¡
Supporting Goals
[May include specific major initiatives, May include deadlines.)

Element

(ú

I
I

€)

¡E.
Assists the

Selectboard

t.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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Supports the Selectboard in policy development.
Effectively conveys sB policy to departments and departmental concerns to sB.
Effectively implements policies and decisions.
Assists the SB in developing a strategic plan.
Assists the SB in the development of a capital plan and budget.
Assists the SB other strategic initiatives.

Effectively assists SB decision-making and problem solving.

Totals

(Total five elements; divide "Total score" column by two-should equal sum of others.]

Score:

(Divide totals by five-Combined score is in "Total Score,, column.J

Norwich rown Manager Performance Expectations and Review-Generic.doc
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Comments:
Commendations:

Recommendations

Norwich Town Manager Performance Expectations and Review-Generic.doc
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Performance Expectations and Review

Discussion:

Initial:

Mid-Term:

Final

Dates:

Selectboard

Concurrence

[Name), Chair:

!

Yes

ENo

(Name), Vice-Chair:

E

Yes

trNo

[NameJ

n

Yes

trNo

[Name):

!

Yes

trNo

[Name):

E

Yes

!No

[Name), Interim Town Manager:

Position Description Requires Update:

Signature acknowledges rèceipt only.

E

Yes

trNo
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Performance Expectations and Review
Scoring Level of Performance: "Meets" is based on the level at which a similarly compensated, manager of average
competency would perform.
Term:
Score:

A.
Develops Budget

Excelsr

Exceedsl

Meetsz

5

4

3

Proposes budget that is
likely to improve town
finances over several years,
efficiently using capital
planning and operating
assets.

B.
Manages
Expenditures and
Income

Acquisition of grants or
skillful management of
capital assets substantially
reduces tax burden or
increases service level over
several years.

Proposes budget that

Proposes budget that

is likely to improve
town finances over the

anticipates the town's

next fiscal year,

to meet budgetary
guidelines and
maintain the UFB5 and

efñciently using capital
planning and
operating assets.
Acquisition of grants
or skillful management

needs and that is likely

Capital Reserve Funds
at tarset levels.

Adjusts spending

ofcapital assets

among accounts and
considers income and

substantially reduces
tax burden or
increases service level
over fiscal year.

other factors to allow
for the smooth
operation ofthe town.
Maintains the UFB and

Needs Improvement3
2
Proposes budget that
fails to incorporate the
resources for planned
operations and
projects and is likely to
diminish the town's
finances in a few areas.

incorrect calculations
that are likely to
substantially diminish
the town's finances.

Actions require
moderate reduction of
the UFB and Capital

Actions require
serious reduction of
the UFB and Capital

Fails+

1
Proposes budget that
contains mistakes,
omissions, and

Reserve Funds from

Reserve Funds from

target levels.

target levels.

Capital Reserve Funds
at tareet levels.

1

Requires explanation in Commendations.

2

To the degree, which a similarly compensated manager of average competency would be able to do so.
3 Requires explanation in Recommendations.
4 Requires explanation in Recommendations. Basis for immediate performance improvement program.
5

Undesignated Fund Balance.
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Performance Expectations and Review
Term:

Excelsr

Exceedsr

Score:

5
Establishes enduring
processes for planning and

4

c.
Manages Town

Departments

executing the roles ofthe

town departments in a

D.
Manages
Personnel Policies

E.
lssrsts t/¡e
Selectboard

Establishes improved
processes for planning
and executing the roles
of the town

Meetsz

Needs Improvement¡

3
Planning and
execution ofthe roles
of the town

departments is
consistent with town
expectations.

manner that far exceeds
public expectations.

departments.

Establishes enduring
processes for staffing and

developing the town
departments in a manner
that serves the public in an
exemplary fashion.

Contract negotiations,
staffing and staff
development improves
the effectiveness ofthe
town departments
over the year.

Contract negotiations,
staffing and staff
development are
consistent with
expectations.

Proposes strategies,
policies and other
initiatives that are likely to

Proposes strategies,
policies and other
initiatives that are

Proposes strategies,
policies and other

substantially improve the
town's government
services within budgetary
constraints for several

Iikely to improve the
town's government

consistent with
expectations. Provides
timely and complete

years.

services within

budgetary constraints
over the fiscal year.

initiatives that are

information on

Failsa

2

1

Planning and
execution ofthe roles
of the town
departments
overlooks foreseeable
events,

Planning and
execution ofthe roles
of the town
departments
overlooks obvious and
serious contingencies.

Elements of contract

Elements of contract

negotiations, staffing
and staff development
overìook foreseeable
events.

negotiations, staffing
and staff development
overlook obvious and
serious unforeseen

Requested information

events.
Requested information

provided to the
Selectboard omits
some readily available,
pertinent data.

provided to the
Selectboard omits or
misrepresents readily
available, important
data.

SB

agenda items,

including analysis on
various options.
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Performance Expectations and Review
Standards: Reflect how

a

similarly compensated, manager of average competency would perform.
Knowledge, Skill or Ability from fob Description

Standard
Technical Abitity:
Addresses how well
the TM conducts
the basic duties of
the position.

4.1.
4.2.
4.3.

Thorough knowledge of municipal management and community problems and potential solutions.
Thorough knowledge of municipal, state and federal programs and decision-making processes.
Thorough knowledge of financial administration and the design of financial accounting and reporting

4.4.
4.5.
4.6.

Thorough knowledge of the theory and practice of public personnel administration.
Thorough understanding ofadministrative organization, design, and evaluation.
Thorough knowledge of computers programs and systems, including word-processing, spreadsheets,
databases, networks and email.
Knowledge and skill in municipal processes and techniques.
Knowledge of collective bargaining procedures and practices.
Ifuowledge of road, drainage and bridge maintenance programs.
Ability to organize and use time effectively, and handle several significant responsibilities
simultaneously.
Knowledge of municipal management practices.

system.

4.7.
4.8.
4.9.

4.19.
4.21,.

Communication:
Addresses how well
the TM promotes
teamwork and

4.10.

4.IL.
4.72.

documents
decisions.

4.r3.

Customer Care:
Addresses the
needs of all those
whom the TM's
position affects.

4.L6.
4.17.

4.14.
4.15.

4.L8.
4.20.

Commitment to town's purposes and objectives, as determined by the voters and its boards and
commissions.
Ability to communicate effectively orally and in writing with the Board, town ofñcers and employees,
the media and the public.
Ability to motivate and engender innovation and assumption of appropriate responsibility and decisionmaking by staff.
Ability to resolve conflict.
Ability to be creative and analytical.
Ability to direct supervise and evaluate staff.
Ability to react quickly to changing situations that may be physically taxing.
Possession of public relations skills and publication knowledge.
Ability to motivate selectboard, other town boards and commissions, community groups, legislators, etc.
Ability to listen to and accept criticism.
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RECEII'ED

OITV OF SO{JTF¡ E{.¡R¡-!ñ¡GTOT{
IUAh¡AG EM ET{'Ë' EVALI.IAT¡O N FO

R'rH E C gTV iIANAGER

PUBPO$-e

A periodic evaluation process is critical to the ongoing effec-tiveness of City Council and
City Manager relations. The process should focus on how effectively the Manager is
accomplishing the duties delineated in the City Charter, as well as several key perforrrance
areas identified in the evaluation form. Ultimateþ this process should provide Cþ
Council and the Cify lvÍanager the oppornrni¡y to evaluate objectively the effec.tiveness of
the tvfanager, aad to identify areas of needed improvement in a constructive and
thoughtñrl manrer.

PROCESS
There are two writte'n components of the evaluation process: 1) the SelÊEvaluation Form

to be completed by the Cify Nfanager; nd 2) the Evaluation Form to be completed by
each member of

Cþ

Council and the City Manager. The Self-Evaluation Form ãffers the
manager the opportuníty
provide narrative resporu¡es
questions regarding
accomplishments, goals, strengths and weaknesses, etc. The Evaluation Form iself is
mainly ¿ numerical rating of specific performance criteria. Combined, these forms should
providq a usefi¡l picture of past performance and futu¡e expectations. Please note that
while it is intended for this process to be undertaken annually, the City Council may
choose to have interim er¡aluations if it deems necessary,

to

to

The timetable for implementing this process is as follows:

1

2'

Jhe evaluation process should be completed by February 28 of eaoh year. Annually,
the Council Chair and City Ìrdanager will establish a date, time and location for the
Evaluation Session. City Manager will initiate completion of the Self-Evaluation
Form.

At

least three weeks before the scheduled evaluatiorl the City lvlanager
each Councilor a copy of the evaluation form to be completed.

3, At least two weeks prior to tlre scheduled evaluation,

will provide

each Councilor completes an
evaluation form, signs it, and returns one copy to the ch¿ir of the Council.

4.

The Ch¿ir tabulates the results of the evaluation forms.

2005

page2
City Manager Evaluation Process

5, At

least one week prior to the scheduled evaluatiorl the composite evaluation of the
Councif plus the City hdanager's Self-Evaluation Forrn, are distributed by the
Chair to the Council. A copy of the composite evaluation also is provided by the
Chair to the CþManager atthis time.

Cþ

6.

The Cþ Council meets with the City lvfanager in the scheduled Executive Session to
jointly review the evaluation,

7. Following

the evaluation, the City Manager shall present to the Chair any requests
regarding changes to the Employo.ent Agreement, including salary a-djusftrcnts.

L

In Executive Session, the Chair shall present to the City Counoil the City lvlanagen's
Employment Agreement adjustment requests. At the Executive Sessiorl the Ch¿ir
shall also solicit additional adjustment zuggestions from the Council. At any poiat
during the Executive Session, the Council may choose to excuse the Cþ Manager
from deliberations regarding these items. Following the reaching of a majority
consensus on a¡ry adjustments, the Counoil shall inform the Manager of its pending
decision inExecutive Session and then reconvene in open session to ratif tle changes.

CITY ffiA0,¡AGER .S6¿FEVAL[.!AT!ON FORil
*.?P*t 9f lry-fo¡tt ¡hould be completed by the City M¿nager
Tq
Council thfeë weekîi

and grven

to the City

beforethe dcheduled evaluation.

PART

[:

PAIT

tr!

The City Manager should complete the Evaluation Form
completed by CiE Council.

tlut

also will be

The City l\{anager should complete the following questions. Additional pages
may be ¿dded as necessary.

I

What progress have you made in accomplishing your goals and/or work assignments
since your last evaluation?

.,

What other job-related accomplishments have you had th¿t were not part of.the goals
set at your.last evalugtion?

3.

What obstacles or setbacks did you encounter during the year?

4. lvhat do you se€ as your major goals for this next evaruation period?
5.
6

Wh¿t can the Council do to help you accomplish these goals?

\ilhat suggestions do you have for improving the effectiveness between you and the
Council?

7. Do you have specific training

needs which the Council can facilitate, and how will
these needs help you in meeting your goals?

8.

Are tlrere any other issues or comments you wish to share?

OITY IbIANAGËR E\IA8-I,.9AT¡ON FORTTI

i

-:: '- ',.

. ..

.

This form shall be used by each member of the Cþ Council to evaluate the City
Manager's performancs in fuffilling each of the roles which he/she plays in the cþ's
government. The Cþ Manager is graded I - 10, with the following scale:

l-2:

Unacceptable performance; plan needs to be in place for improvement

3-4:

Bare minimum performance for job function

${:

Performanceacceptable; "meets standards"

7-8:

Initiative shown to occeed basic job requirements

9-tr0:

Superior ability and initiative demonstrated; "exceeds standards by a wide

mafgn

Each member of the Couocil should sþ the form and forward it to the Council Chair for
compilation at least two weeks prÍor to the scheduled evaluation.

I

PpRSONAL
Invests sr¡ffcient efforts toward being diligent and thorough in tl¡e
discharge ofduties.

Composure, appearance and attitude are fitting for an individual in his/her
orecutive position.
I

PROTqESSNONAX, SKTÏ,LS

AI{D STATUS

Knowledgeable of current developments affeoting the manageme,nt field.
Respected in managenrent profession.

Has a capacþ for

innovation.

r\. i,

Anticipates problems and dwelops_efestive approaches for solving them.
1ryilfing

to try new ideas proposod by Counoil members or staff.

page2
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3"

WT,ATIONS WITH COUNCTI,
carries out directives of the council as a whole rather than those of any
one Council member.
Assists tåe Council in resolving problems at the administrative level to
avoid unnecessary Cou¡cil action.
Assists the Council in establishing poticy while acLrnowledging the ultimate

authority of the Council.
Responds to requests for information or assistance by the Council in a

timely manner.
Informs the Council of administrative developments and current iszues in a
timely manner.
Provides equal information to all members of the Council.
Receptive to constructive criticism and advice.
4.

POT4CY E)(ECUTTO\{
Implements Council action in accordance with the intent ofthe Council.
Supports the actions

ofthe Cþ Council afrer

a decision has been reached.

Enforces city policies.
Understands the city's laws and ordinances.

_

.Reviews enforcement prgcedures periodically to improve effestiveness.
Offers workable alternatives to the Council for changes in the law when an
ordinance or policy proves impractical in actual administration.

t.

REPORTING
Provides the Coúncil with reports concerning matters of importance to the
City
Reports are accurate and comprehensive.
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City Manager Evaluation Form

Reports are generally produced through own initiative r¿ther than when
requested by the Counsil.
Frepares a sound agenda which prevents trivial, administrative matters
from being reviewed bythe Council.

6.

cTTrzEN REÍ_,AETONS
Accommodafes complaints from citizens in a timely, consistent and
respectfrrl mrnner.
Dedicated to the community and to its citizens.

Skillftl with the news media, avoiding political positions and partisanship
Openly listens to others.,

Works well with others.

Willing to meet with members ofthe community and discuss their
00ncerns-

Cooperates with neighboring communities.
Cooperates with the county, state and federal goveromørts.

Cooperates with governmental units within the City; zuch as the School
Boa¡d.

7.

STAX'FTNG
Recruits and retains competent personnel for city positions.

Aware of weak or inefficient administrative personnel and works to,
improve their performance.
Accurately informed and concerned about empþee insurance, Êinge
benefits, promotions, and pensions.

Impartially administers the merit system.
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_,'

Adhères

to teinrs.of

emþ{öyee union

corit¡aûts;

:

Professíonally negotiãtes the terms of employee uníon contracts and ably
represents the Cþ's position.

E.

SUPpRVTSION
Encourages department heads to make decisions u¡ithin their own
jurisdictions without city Àaanager approva! yet maintains general
control
of admini strative operations,
Instills confidence and initiative in subordinates and ernphasizes supporq
rather than restrictive controls, for their programs.
Has develo,ped a friendly and inforural relationship with the work force as a
wholg yet maintains the prestige and dignity ofiihe cityManager office.
Evaluates personnel periodically and points out staffweaknesses and
strengths.

9.

FISCAL MANAGEMENT
Prepares a balanced budget to provide services at a level inte,nded by the

Council.

Makes the best possible use of¿vailable funds, conscious
operate the cþ efficientþ,and effectiveþ.

oftle

need to

Prepared budget is timeiy, consistent and thorough.

Anticipates problems and provides Council with solutions for
consideration.
10.

yerr?

What have been the finest accourplÍshments of the City Manager this past

page 5
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lt"

What me¿s need Éhe most ímprovement? IVhy? Wh¡t coä'structiye, positive
ideos c¡n you offier the CÍty Manager to improve these areas?

12.

ormR
A.

Lesal Seryices
City Attorney meets the City's ueeds as Corporate Counsel.

that may impnct the City',

Cþ Manager utilizes

legal services appropriately.

Conments;

B. Denartmcnt oíPlennins
Department is perceived as efrcient.
Services seem to bo effective in meeting community needs.

Deparhent is responsivg innovative and anticipates problems.
Comments:

page 6
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C. Þeoartment'ofZonins
Deparfrnent is perceived as efficient.
Services seem to be efective in meeting community needs.

Department is responsive, innovative and anticipates proble,lns.

Comments:

D. Ðepa¡ú¡nent of Pat*s and Recrc¡tion
Department is perceived as

efficient.

.

j

Services seem to be effective in meeting cornmuni¡y nçeds.

Department is responsive, innovative and anticipates problems.

Comments:

E. Denartment of Public ÌVor*s
Department is perceirrcd as effcient.
Services s€em

to be effective in meeting corununity needs.

Department is responsivg innovative and anticþates problems.

Commcnts:

Performance Expectations and Review
Norwich Tovr¡n Manager: [Name)
Review Period: (Date 1)

-

[Date 2)

Supporting Goals
(May include specific major initiatives. May include deadlines.)

Element

x
s

ogr

(!

tr(u

I

=É
Þo
Ërâ
ot
(J(J

(J

€)

F
A.
Develops Budget

B.
Manages

Expenditures and
Income

c.
Manages Town

Departments
D.

Manages
Personnel Policies

1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
+.
L,
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
+.

gü

q)
t<
(J
U1

o
(Ú

o

F

Assists Selectboard in development ofbudgetary guidelines.
The proposed budget meets guidelines as set by September l-5.

Budgetary briefing provides clearjustifications and options.
Assists SB in developing final budget for Town Meeting approval.

Controlsexpendituresagainstbudget.
Adapts to emergencies within the budget.

Applies appropriate controls to town financial obligations, consistent with SB financial
policies.
Collectsdelinquenttaxes.
Plans and approves departmental programs within budget.
Assures that departmental programs meet town expectations.
Assures that the town's fixed assets are maintained to expectations.
Assures that the town's capital assets are maintained to expectations
Conducts documented interim and annual performance reviews of department heads.
Reviews and approves annual performance reviews, performed by department heads.

Promotes and supports policies that encourage staff development.
Assures compliance with personnel policies, EEO laws and other statutory requirements.
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Performance Expectations and Review
>'

Supporting Goals
[May include specific major initiatives. May include deadlines.)

Element

s
ftl
(J

I
€J

F
E.
,4ssrsts tfte

Selectboard

L
3.

Supports the Selectboard in policy development.
Effectively conveys SB policy to departments and departmental concerns to sB.
Effectively implements policies and decisions.

4.

Assists the SB in developing a strategic plan.

5.
6.

Assists the SB in the development of a capital plan and budget.
Assists the SB other strategic initiatives.

7.

Effectively assists SB decision-making and problem solving.

2.

Totals

(Total five elements; divide "Total Score" column by two-should equal sum of others,J

Score

[Divide totals by five-Combined score is in "Total Score" column,)

Norwich Town Manager Performance Expectations and Review-Generic.doc
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Comments
Commendations:

Recommendations:
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Performance Expectations and Review

Discussion:

Initial

Mid-Term:

Final:

Dates:

Selectboard

Concurrence

[NameJ, Chair:

E

Yes

trNo

[NameJ, Vice-Chair:

E

Yes

INo

[Name):

E

Yes

!No

[Name):

U Yes

ENo

(Name):

I

ENo

[Name), Interim Town Manager:

Position Description Requires Update:

Yes

Signature acknowledges receipt only.

fl

Yes

ENo
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Performance Expectations and Review
Scoring Level of Performance: "Meets" is based on the level at which a similarly compensated, manager of average
competency would perform.
Term:

Excelsr

Score:

Exceedsl

Meetsz

4

5

3

A.

Proposes budget that is

Proposes budget that

Proposes budget that

Develops Budget

likely to improve town

is likely to improve
town finances over the

anticipates the town's
needs and that is likely
to meet budgetary
guidelines and
maintain the UFB5 and

finances over several years,

B.
Manages
Expendítures and
Income

efficiently using capital
planning and operating

next fiscal year,

assets.

planning and
operating assets.

efficiently using capital

Acquisition of grants or
skillful management of
capital assets substantially
reduces tax burden or
increases service level over
several years.

Acquisition of grants
or skillful management

Capital Reserve Funds
at tareet levels.

Adjusts spending

ofcapital assets

among accounts and
considers income and

substantially reduces
tax burden or
increases service level
over fiscal year.

other factors to allow
for the smooth
operation of the town.
Maintains the UFB and

Needs Imorovement3
2
Proposes budget that
fails to incorporate the
resources for planned
operations and
projects and is likely to
diminish the town's
finances in a few areas.
Actions require
moderate reduction of
the UFB and Capital

Failsa

I
Proposes budget that
contains mistakes,
omissions, and

incorrect calculations
that are likely to
substantially diminish
the town's finances,

Actions require
serious reduction of
the UFB and Capital

Reserve Funds from

Reserve Funds from

target levels.

target levels.

Capital Reserve Funds
at target levels.

1

Requires explanation in Commendations.

2 To the degree, which a similarly compensated
3 Requires explanation in Recommendations.

manager of average competency would be able to do so.

4 Requires explanation in Recommendations. Basis for immediate performance improvement program.
5

Undesignated Fund Balance.
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Performance Expectations and Review
Term:
Score

c.
Manages Town

Departments

Excelsl
5
Establishes enduring
processes for planning and
executing the roles ofthe

town departments in a

D.
Manages
Personnel Policies

Meets2

4

3

Establishes improved
processes for planning
and executing the roles
of the town

Needs ImDrovement¡

Planning and
execution ofthe roles

2
Planning and
execution ofthe roles

of the town

of the town

departments is
consistent with town
expectations.

departments
overlooks foreseeable

manner that far exceeds
public expectations.

departments.

Establishes enduring
processes for staffing and

Contract negotiations,
staffing and staff
development improves
the effectiveness ofthe
town departments
over the year.

Contract negotiations,
staffing and staff
development are
consistent with
expectations.

Proposes strategies,
policies and other
initiatives that are

Proposes strategies,
policies and other
initiatives that are

Iikely to improve the

consistent with
expectations. Provides
timely and complete

developing the town
departments in a manner
that serves the public in an
exemÞlary fashion.

E.

Proposes strategies,

ássls¿s fhe

policies and other
initiatives that are likely to
substantially improve the
town's government
services within budgetary
constraints for several

Selectboard

Exceedsl

years,

town's government
services within

budgetary constraints
over the fiscal year.

information on

events.
Elements of contract

Fails+

7
Planning and
execution ofthe roles
of the town
departments
overlooks obvious and
serious contingencies.

events.

Elements of contract
negotiations, staffing
and staff development
overlook obvious and
serious unforeseen

Requested information

events.
Requested information

negotiations, staffing
and staff development
overlook foreseeable

provided to the
Selectboard omits
some readily available,
pertinent data.

provided to the
Selectboard omits or
misrepresents readily
available, important
data.

SB

agenda items,

including analysis on
various oÞtions.
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Performance Expectations and Review
Standards: Reflect how a similarly compensated, manager of average competency would perform.
Knowledge, Skill orAbility from lob Description

Standard
Technical Ability:
Addresses howwell
the TM conducts
the basic duties of
the position.

4.L.
4.2.
4.3.

Thorough knowledge of municipal management and community problems and potential solutions.
Thorough knowledge of municipal, state and federal programs and decision-making processes,
Thorough knowledge of financial administration and the design of financial accounting and reporting

4.4.
4.5.
4.6.

Thorough knowledge of the theory and practice of public personnel administration.
Thorough understanding ofadministrative organization, design, and evaluation,
Thorough knowledge of computers programs and systems, including word-processing, spreadsheets,
databases, networks and email.
Knowledge and skill in municipal processes and techniques.
Knowledge of collective bargaining procedures and practices.
Knowledge of road, drainage and bridge maintenance programs.
Ability to organize and use time effectively, and handle several significant responsibilities
simultaneously.
Knowledge of municipal management practices.

system.

4.7.
4.8.
4.9.

4.19.
4.21

4.r0.

Communication:
Addresses howwell
the TM promotes
teamwork and

4.72.

documents
decisions,

4.r3.

Customer Care:
Addresses the
needs ofall those
whom the TM's
position affects.

4.77.

4.Lt

4.74.
4.75.
4.16.
4.78.
4.20.

Commitment to town's purposes and objectives, as determined by the voters and its boards and
commissions.
Ability to communicate effectively orally and in writing with the Board, town officers and employees,
the media and the public.
Ability to motivate and engender innovation and assumption of appropriate responsibility and decisionmaking by staff.
Ability to resolve conflict.
Ability to be creative and anal¡ical.
Ability to direcÇ supervise and evaluate staff.
Ability to react quickly to changing situations that may be physically taxing.
Possession of public relations skills and publication knowledge,
Ability to motivate selectboard, other town boards and commissions, community groups, legislators, etc.
Ability to listen to and accept criticism.
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CITY MANAGER's Annual Evaluation
February,2009

By
The purpose of the annual evaluation is to facilitate communication between the Manager and Council about the
Manager's performance and how the Council can be best served by the Manager. This form is intended to provide
input and guidance which is then reviewed in a face to face meeting.
The International City/County Management Association (ICMA) has developed a list of core practices that are
essential to local govemment management. This list has been adapted to for local use. Please rate the City
Manager's performance in these areas and offer any additional comments as you see fit. If you're not completing
this electronically, feel free to use the back for added comments if you need more space. Please use the following
rating scale.
5 - Excellent, regularly exceeds expectations in this area
4 -Yery good, often exceeds expectations in this area
3 - Satisfactory, meets expectations in this area
2 - Below Average, occasionally fails to meet expectations in this area
1 - Poor, regularly fails to meet expectations in this area.

1.

StaffEffectiveness: Promoting the development and performance ofstaffand employees throughout the
organization (requires knowledge of interpersonal relations; skill in motivation techniques; ability to identify
others' strengths and weaknesses). Practices that contribute to this core content area are:

.
¡
o
¡

COACHING/IVIENTORING Providing direction, support, and feedback to enable others to meet their full
potential (requires knowledge offeedback techniques; ability to assess performance and identify others'
developmental needs)
TEAM LEADERSHIP Facilitating teamwork (requires knowledge of team relations; ability to direct and
coordinate group efforts; skill in leadership techniques)
EMPOWERMENT Creating a work environment that encourages responsibility and decision making at
all organizational levels (requires skill in sharing authority and removing barriers to creativity)
DELEGATING Assigning responsibility to others (requires skill in defining expectations, providing
direction and support, and evaluating results)

Rating:
Comments:

2.

Policy Facilitation: Helping elected officials and other community actors identiff, work toward, and achieve
common goals and objectives (requires knowledge of group dynamics and political behavior; skill in
communication, facilitation, and consensus-building techniques; ability to engage others in identifuing issues
and outcomes). Practices that contribute to this core content areaarc:
a

a

FACILITATryE LEADERSHIP Building cooperation and consensus among and within diverse groups,
helping them identify common goals and act effectively to achieve them; recognizing interdependent
relationships and multiple causes of community issues and anticipating the consequences of policy
decisions (requires knowledge of community actors and their intenelationships)
FACILITATING COUNCIL EFFECTMNESS Helping elected offìcials develop apolicy agendathat
can be implemented effectively and that serves the best interests of the community (requires knowledge of
role/authority relationships between elected and appointed officials; skill in responsibly following the lead
of others when appropriate; ability to communicate sound information and recommendations)

a

MEDIATION/NEGOTIATION Acting

as a neutral party in the resolution of policy disputes (requires
knowledge of mediatior/negotiation principles; skill in mediation/negotiation techniques)

Rating:
Comments

3.

Functional and Operational Expertise and Planning: Practices that conhibute to this core content area

axe:

FUNCTIONAL/OPERATIONAL EXPERTISE Understanding the basic principles of service delivery in
functional areas--e.g., public safety, community and economic development, human and social services,
administrative services, public works (requires knowledge of service areas and delivery options)
OPERATIONAL PLANNING Anticipating future needs, organizing work operations, and establishing
timetables for work units or projects (requires knowledge oftechnological advances and changing
standards; skill in identifying and understanding trends; skill in predicting the impact of service delivery
decisions)

Rating:
Comments:

4.

Citizen Service: Determining citizen needs and providing responsive, equitable services to the community
(requires skill in assessing community needs and allocating resources; knowledge of information gathering
techniques)

Rating:
Comments:

5. Performance Measurement/Management and Quality Assurance: Maintaining a consistently high level of
quality in staffwork, operational procedures, and service delivery (requires knowledge oforganizational processes;
ability to facilitate organizational improvements; ability to set performance/ productivity standards and objectives
and measure results)
Rating:
Comments:

6. Initiative, Risk Taking Vision, Creativity, and Innovation: Setting an example that urges the organization and
the community toward experimentationo changeo creative problem solving, and prompt action (requires knowledge
ofpersonal leadership style; skill in visioning, shifting perspectives, and identifying options; ability to create an
environment that encourages initiative and innovation). Practices that contributc to this core content aÍea. are:

a

a

INITIATM

AND RISK TAKING Demonstrating a personal orientation towæd action and accepting
responsibility for the results; resisting the status quo and removing stumbling blocks that delay progress
toward goals and objectives
VISION Conceptualizing an ideal future state and communicating it to the organization and the community

CR-EATMTY AND INNOVATION Developing new

ideas or practices; applying existing ideas and

practices to new situations

Rating:
Comments:

7. Technological Literacy: Demonstrating an understanding of information technology and ensuring that it is
incorporated appropriately in plans to improve service delivery, information sharing, organizational communication,
and citizen access (requires knowledge oftechnological options and their application)
Rating:
Comments:

8. Democratic Advocacy and CitÍzen Participation: Demonstrating a commitment to democratic principles by
respecting elected officials, community interest groups, and the decision making process; educating citizens about
local government; and acquiring knowledge of the social, economic, and political history of the community (requires
knowledge of democratic principles, political processes, and local govemment law; skill in group dynamics,
communication, and facilitation; ability to appreciate and work with diverse individuals and groups and to follow the
community's lead in the democratic process). Practices that contribute to this core content area are:
a

DEMOCRATIC ADVOCACY Fostering the values and integrity of representative government and local
democracy through action and example; ensuring the effective participation of local government in the
intergovernmental system (requires knowledge and skill in intergovernmental relations)
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION Recognizing the right of citizens to influence local decisions and promoting
active citizen involvement in local governance

Rating:
Comments:

9. Diversity: Understanding and valuing the differences among individuals and fostering these values throughout
the organization and the community
Rating:
Comments:

10. Budgeting: Preparing and administering the budget (requires knowledge of budgeting principles and practices,
revenue sources, projection techniques, and financial control systems; skill in communicating financial information)

Rating:
Comments:

11. Financial AnalysÍs: Interpreting financial information to assess the short-term and long-term fiscal condition
the community, determine the cost-effectiveness of programs, and compare alternative strategies (requires
knowledge of analytical techniques and skill in applying them)

of

Rating:
Comments:

12. Human Resources Management: Ensuring that the policies and procedures for employee hiring, promotion,
performance appraisal, and discipline are equitable, legal, and current; ensuring that human resources are adequate
to accomplish programmatic objectives (requires knowledge of personnel practices and employee relations law;
ability to project workforce needs)
Rating:
Comments:

13. Strategic Planning: Positioning the organization and the community for events and circumstances that are
anticipated in the futurc (requires knowledge oflong-range and strategic planning techniques; skill in identifying
hends that will affect the community; ability to analyze and facilitate policy choices that will benefit the community
in the long run)

Rating:
Comments:

14. Advocacy and Interpersonal Communication: Facilitating the flow of ideas, information, and understanding
between and among individuals; advocating effectively in the community interest (requires knowledge of
interpersonal and group communication principles; skill in listening, speaking, and writing; ability to persuade
without diminishing the views of others). Practices that contribute to this core content area are:

ADVOCACY Communicating personal support for policies, programs, or ideals that serve the best
interests of the community

INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION Exchanging verbal and nonverbal messag€s with others in a
way that demonstrates respect for the individual and furthers organizational and community objectives
(requires ability to receive verbal and nonverbal cues; skill in selecting the most effective communication
method for each interchange)
Rating:
Comments:

15. Presentation Skills: Conveying ideas or information effectively to others (requires knowledge of presentation
techniques and options; ability to match presentation to audience)

Rating:
Comments:

16. Media Relations: Communicating information to the media in a way that increases public understanding of
local government issues and activities and builds a positive relationship with the press (requires knowledge of media
operations and objectives)

Rating:
Comments:

17. Integrity: Demonstrating fairness, honesty, and ethical and legal awareness in personal and professional
relationships and activities (requires knowledge ofbusiness and personal ethics; ability to understand issues ofethics
and integrity in specific situations). Practices that contribute to this core content area are:
a

PERSONAL INTEGRITY Demonstrating accountability for personal actions; conducting personal
relationships and activities fairly and honestly
PROFESSIONAL INTEGRITY Conducting professional relationships and activities fairly, honestly,
legally, and in conformance with the ICMA Code of Ethics (requires knowledge of administrative ethics
and specifically the ICMA Code of Ethics)
ORGANIZATIONAL INTEGRITY Fostering ethical behavior throughout the organization through
personal example, management practices, and training (requires knowledge of administrative ethics; ability
to instill accountability into operations; and ability to communicate ethical standards and guidelines to
others)

Rating:
Comments:

18. Personal Development: Demonstrating a commitment to a balanced life through ongoing self-renewal and
development in order to increase personal capacity (includes maintaining personal health, living by core values;
continuous learning and improvement; and creating interdependent relationships and respect for differences).
Rating:
Comments:

In addition to the above listed practices, there are four additional areas ofdiscussion:

19. Overall Performance: Balancing all priorities and issues, practices and skills. In a general way, how does the
Manager's overall performance meet your expectations as a City Council Member?

Rating

Comments:

performance: How does the performance of the City Government meet your expectations
City Council Member. If there are particular areas of praise or concem, please identiff in the comments

20. City Government
as a

section.

Rating:
Comments:

21. Accomplishments or Concerns: Are there any specific

areas of praise or concern of the City Manager and/or
any specific accomplishments or problems that you would like to mention?

Comments:

22. Upcoming Issues: Please list what you think are the top five issues for the city in2009-20010?
Comments:

Thank you very much for taking the time to complete this. Please send it back via e-mail or hard copy to Sandy
Pitonyak at the City Manager's ofüce by Friday February 7ú so that it can be compiled for discussion on February
l4th.

Sample Manager Performance Evaluationl
Organization
Evaluation period

to

Elected Body Member's Name

Each member of the elected body should complete this evaluation form, sign it in the space below, and

returnitto'Thedeadlineforsubmittingthisperformance
evaluation is
agenda for discussion at the work session on

Evaluations will be summarized and included on the

_

Mayor's Signature
Date

Elected Body Member's Sígnature
Date Submitted

INSTRUCTIONS
This evaluation form presents ten categories of evaluation criteria. Each category contains a statement to
describe a behavior standard in that category. For each statement, use the following scale to indicate
your rating of the manager's performance.
5 = Excellent (almost always exceeds the performance standard)

4 = Above average (generally exceeds the performance standard)
3 = Average (generally meets the performance standard)
2 = Below average (usually does not meet the performance standard)

I

= Poor (rarely meets the performance standard)

Any item left blank wíll be interpreted as a score of "3 = Average"
This evaluation form also contains a provision for entering narrative comments, including responses to
specific questions and any observations you believe appropriate and pertinent to the rating period.
Please write legibly. Leave all pages of this evaluation form aüached. lnitial each page. Sign and date the
cover page. On the date space of the cover page, enter the date the evaluation form was submitted. All
evaluations presented prior to the deadline identified on the cover page will be summarized into a
performance evaluation to be presented by the elected body to the manager as part of the agenda for the
meeting indicated on the cover page.

l

Adapted from City Manager Performance Evaluation, University of Tennessee lnstitute for Public
Service

PERFORMANCE CATEGORY SCORING
1. INDIVIDUAL CHARACTERISTICS
Diligent and thorough in the discharge of duties, "self-starte/'
Exercises good judgment
Displays enthusiasm, cooperation, and willingness to adapt
Exhibits mental and physical stamina appropriate for the position
Exhibits composure, appearance, and attitude appropriate for executive position
Add the values from above and enter the

subtotal

+5=

_

score for this category

lnitials
2. PROFESSIONAL SKILLS AND STATUS
Maintains knowledge of current developments affecting the practice of local government
management
Demonstrates a capacity for innovation and creativity
Anticipates and analyzes problems to develop effective approaches for solving them

_

Willing to try new ideas proposed by elected body members and/or staff
Sets a professional example by handling affairs of the public office in a fair and impartial manner

Add the values from above and enter the

subtotal

+5=

_

score for this category

3. RELATIONS WITH MEMBERS OF THE ELECTED BODY
Carries out directives of the body as a whole as opposed to those of any one member or minority
group
Sets meeting agendas that reflect the guidance of the elected body and avoids unnecessary
involvement in administrative actions
Disseminates complete and accurate information equally to all members in a timely manner

_

Assists by facilitating decision making without usurping authority
Responds wellto requests, advice, and constructive criticism

Add the values from above and enter the

subtotal

+5

=

_

score for this category

4. POLICY EXECUTION
lmplements elected body actions in accordance with the intent of council
Supports the actions of the elected body, both inside and outside the organization, after a decision
has been reached

Understands, supports, and enforces local government's laws, policies, and ordinances
Reviews ordinance and policy procedures periodically to suggest improvements to their
effectiveness
Offers workable alternatives to the elected body for changes in law or policy when an existing
policy or ordinance is no longer practical

Add the values from above and enter the

subtotal

+S

lnitials

=-

-

score for this category

5. REPORTING
Provídes regular information and reports to the elected body concerning matters of importance to
the local government, using the charter as guide
Responds in a timely manner to requests from the elected body for special reports
Takes the initiative to provide information, advice, and recommendations to the elected body on
matters that are nonroutine and not administrative in nature
Produces reports that are accurate, comprehensive, concise, and written to their intended
audience
Produces and handles reports so as to convey the message that affairs of the organization are
open to public scrutiny

Add the values from above and enter the

subtotal

+5

=

-

score for this category

6. CITIZEN RELATIONS
ls responsive to requests from citizens
Demonstrates a dedication to service to the community and its citizens
Maintains a nonpartisan approach in dealing with the news media
Meets with and listens to members of the community to discuss their concerns, and strives to
understand their interests
Makes an appropriate effort to maíntain citizen satisfaction with services

Add the values from above and enter the

subtotal

+5=

_---_

score for this category

7. STAFFING
Recruits and retains competent personnelfor staff positions

Applies an appropriate level of supervision to improve any areas of substandard performance
Stays accurately informed and appropriately concerned about employee relations
Manages the compensation and benefits plan professionally
Promotes training and development opportunities for employees at all levels of the organization

Add the values from above and enter the

subtotal

+5=

--._

score for this category lnitials

8. SUPERVISION
Encourages heads of departments to make decisions within their jurisdictions with minimal
manager involvement, yet maintains general control of operations by providing the right amount of
communication to the staff
lnstills confidence and promotes initiative in subordinates through supportive rather than restrictive
controls for their programs while still monitoring operations at the department level
Develops and maintains a friendly and informal relationship with the staff and workforce in general,
yet maintains the professional dignity of the manager's office
Sustains or improves staff performance by evaluating the performance of staff members at least
annually, setting goals and objectives for them, periodically assessing their progress, and
providing appropriate feedback
Encourages teamwork, innovatíon, and effective problem solving among the staff members
Add the values from above and enter the

subtotal

+5=

_

score for this category

9. FISCAL MANAGEMENT
Prepares a balanced budget to provide services at a level directed by council
Makes the best possible use of available funds, conscious of the need to operate the local
government efficiently and effectively
Prepares a budget and budgetary recommendations in an intelligent and accessible format
Ensures that actions and decisions reflect an appropríate level of responsibility for financial
planning and accountability
Monitors and manages fiscal activities of the organization appropriately
Add the values from above and enter the

subtotal

+5

=

_

score for this category lnitials

IO. COMMUNITY
Shares responsibility for addressing the difficult issues facing the community

_

Avoids unnecessary controversy
Cooperates with neighboring communities and the county
Helps the council address future needs and develop adequate plans to address long-term trends
Cooperates with other regional, state, and federal government agencies

Add the values from above and enter the

subtotal

+5=

_

score for this category

NARRAT¡VE EVALUATION
What would you identify as the manager's strength(s), expressed in terms of the principal results
achieved during the rating period?

What performance area(s) would you identify as most criticalfor improvement?

What constructive suggestions or assistance can you offer the manager to enhance performance?

Initials
What other comments do you have for the manager (e.9., priorities, expectations, goals, or objectives for
the new rating period)?

lnitials

San¡p¡-e Mn¡¡eeeR

Evelunnot Fonmr

Person Completing the Form
SECTION ONE: BEHAVIORS

1.

ELECTED BODY RELATIONS

A._Does

the manager carry out directives of the elected body as a whole rather than those of any
one elected body member?
Comments:

B._ls

the manager available for elected body consultation and responsive to elected body input
and needs?
Comments:

C._Does

the manager keep the elected body informed of important developments and current

issues affecting the community?
Comments:

D._Does

the manager maintain open lines of communication with the elected body as a body and
with individual members?
Comments:

E._Does

the manager assist in facilitating elected body consensus and in identifiTing and setting

goals and policies?
Comments:

_Total

Score (50 points possible)
1

2.

-

Needs improvement; 3 - Marginally met expectations; 5 - Met expectations;
7 Exceeded expectations; 10 - Outstanding

-

LEADERSHIP AND POLICY EXECUTION

A._Does

the manager implement elected body action in accordance with the intent of the elected

body?
Comments:

B._Does

the manager support the actions of the elected body after a decision has been reached?
Comments:

l

Adapted from City Manager Evaluation Form, City of Mountlake Terrace, WA

C._Does

the manager enforce and carry out organizational policies?

Comments:

D._Does

the manager present comprehensive factual informatíon and analysis of issues for
elected body decisions, and ensure that the elected body receives timely and sound advice and
information in evaluating policy initiatives?
Comments:

E._Does

the manager have the respect and confidence of the elected body, employees, the

community, and government officials?
Comments:

F._Does

the manager articulate a vision that motivates the organization to perform consistent with

the elected body's policy direction?

Comments:

_Total

Score (60 points possíble)
1

-

Needs improvement; 3 - Marginally met expectations; 5 - Met expectations;
7 - Exceeded expectations; 10 -Outstanding

3. COMMUNICATION
A._Does the manager provide the elected body with reports (wrítten and/or verbal) concerning
matters of importance to the organization in a timely fashion, and does the manager provide
equal information to all members of the elected body?
Comments:

B._Does

the manager continuously evaluate and enhance methods to provide information to the
widest audience possible through the efficient use of resources and technology?
Comments:

C._Does

the manager prepare a sound, well-organized elected body meeting agenda with clear
staff reports fairly describing the issues and outlining more than one alternative action?
Comments:

D._Does

the manager provide adequate, timely information and provide follow-up to individual
elected body requests for information?
Comments:

E._Does

the manager serve as an effective advocate in communicating support for organizational
policies, programs, and plans?
Comments:

F._Does

the manager provide clear and concise oral explanations to the elected body at elected

body meetings?
Comments:

_Total

Score (60 points possible)
1

-

Needs improvement; 3 - Marginally met expectations; 5 - Met expectations;
7 - Exceeded expectations; 10 - Outstanding

4. COMMUNITY AND INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS
A._ls the manager approachable, accessible, available, and responsive to the community,

and

does the manager displays diplomacy and tact when responding to others?
Comments:

B._Does

the manager have a successful, working relationship with the news media?
Comments:

C._Does

the manager cooperate and work well with neighboring communities and other
government units, such as the neighboring cities, the county, special-purpose districts, and the
state and federal governments, and does the manager represent the community's interests
through regular participation in local, regional, and state groups?
Comments:

D._Does

the manager project a positive public image, based on courtesy, professional¡sm, and

integrity?
Comments:

_Totaf

Score (40 points possible)
1

5.
A.

-

Needs improvement; 3 - Marginally met expectations; 5 - Met expectations;
7 - Exceeded expectations; 10 - Outstanding

MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION
ls the manager successful at recruiting and retaining competent personnel for city and does the
manager ensure the fair and equitable treatment of employees?
Comments

B._ls

the manager willing to try new ideas to supplement or stretch resources and improve the

management of services and programs?
Comments:

C._Does

the manager anticipate problems and develop effective solutions for solving them?
Comments:

D._Does

the manager ensure that the organization's resources-human, material, and fiscal-are

used wisely?

Comments:

E._Does

the manager structure administrative work plans designed to accomplish elected body's
goals?
Comments:

_Total

Score (50 points possible)
1

-Needs improvement; 3 - Marginally met expectations;
7 -Exceeded expectations; 10

6.

-

5

-

Met expectations;

Outstanding

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

A._Does

the manager direct the preparation of a balanced budget that provides services at levels
consistent with elected body policy and direction?
Comments

B._Does

the manager makes the best possible use of available funds, conscious of the need to
operate the organization in an efficient and effective manner?
Comments:

C._ls

the budget prepared in a readable and easy-to-understand format?
Comments:

D._Does

the manager keep the elected body apprised of major financial issues affecting the

organization?
Comments:

E._Does

the manager monitor the budget to ensure that funds are spent correctly?
Comments:

F._Does

the manager evaluate programs and services (e.9., opportunities for cost reduction,
revenue enhancement, incorporation of supplemental resources) and make adjustments as

needed?
Comments:

_Total

Score (60 points possible)
1

-

Needs improvement; 3 - Marginally met expectations; 5 - Met expectations;
7 - Exceeded expectations; 10 - Outstanding

PERSONAL

7

C

A.-lMAclNAloN:

HARACTERISTICS
Does the manager show originality in approaching problems? Does she create

effective solutions? ls she able to visualize the implications of various alternatives?
Comments:

B.-OruecrMry:

Does the manager take a rational, impersonal, and unbiased viewpoint based on
facts and qualified opinions? ls he able to put aside his personalfeelings when considering the
community's best interest?
Comments:

C.-ErurRov:

ls the manager energetic and willing to spend the time necessary to do a good job?
Does she have good initiative, and is she a self-starter?
Comments:

D.

JUDcMENT AND DEctslvENESs: ls the manager able to reach quality decisions in a timely
fashion? Are his decisions generally good? Does he exercise good judgment in making

decisions and in his general conduct?
Comments:

E.-lNreenlw:

ls the manager honest and forthright in her professional capacities? Does she have
a reputation in the community for honesty and integríty?
Comments:

F.-Seu-AssunR¡¡ce: ls the

manager self-assured of his abílities? ls he able to be honest with
himself and take constructive criticism? Does he take responsibility his own mistakes? ls he
confident enough to make decisions and take actions as may be required without undue
supervision from the elected body?
Comments:

TotalScore (60 points possible)

I-

Needs improvement; 3 - Marginally met expectations; 5 - Met expectations;
7 - Exceeded expectations; 10 - Outstanding

SECTION TWO: GOAL PERFORMANCE

GOAL

1

Oe¡ecrvE

Pertormance achieved
DEScRrploN: (Descmar rHE REsuLTs AcHtEvED)

Performance-Level Term: (Cncte)

13

5

Needs

lmprovement

Met Expectations

Marginally Met
Expectations

7

10

Exceeded

Outstanding

Expectations

GOAL 2

Oa¡Ecrve

Pertomance achieved
D

escR ptl ot ¡ : ( D Es c Rt B E rnE REsu¿
l

rs

AcH t EvE D)

Performance-Level Term : (Cncrc)

13
Needs
lmprovement

GOAL 3

Marginally Met
Expectations

5

7

10

Met Expectations

Exceeded

Outstanding

Expectations

Oa¡eclvE
Pe¡fonnance achieved
Descntploru : (DEscRtBE ÍHE Rrsu¿rs AcHtEvED)

Performance-Level Term : (Cncte)

13
Needs

lmprovement

Marginally Met
Expectations

5

7

10

Met Expectations

Exceeded
Expectations

Outstandíng

5

7

10

Met Expectations

Exceeded
Expectations

Outstanding

GOAL4
Oe.Jecrve

Pertotmance achieved
DescRlpÏoru : (D EscRtBE tHE REsuLTs acneveo)

Performance-Level Term : (Cncte)

13
Needs

lmprovement

Marginally Met
Expectations

GOAL 5

Oe¡Ecrve

Pe¡îormance achieved
DescRrplo¡r : (D escane rHE

REsu¿

rs AcHtEvED)

Performance-Level Term: (Cncte)

13
Needs

lmprovement

Marginally Met
Expectations

5

7

10

Met Expectations

Exceeded
Expectations

Outstanding

GOAL6

Oe¡ecrve

Pefformance achieved
DescRrploru : (D escma e rHE REsUL rs AcHtEvED)

Perform ance-Level Term : (CtRc LE)
1

Needs

lmprovement

3

5

Marginally Met
Expectations

Met Expectations

7
Exceeded
Expectations

10

Outstanding

Conclusions

ln what areas has the manager excelled over the past year?

What areas need improvement? What constructive, positive ideas can you offer the manager to
improve these areas?

Do you have other comments or observations you want to share with the manager?

Manager Gomments:

GOMPOSITE PERFORMANCE RATING

SECTION ONE: BEHAVIORS (with points

possible)

1.

RELATToNS

2.

LeloERsxrp RND Poucy ExEculoN (60)

3.

Co¡¡uur.¡lcRrroru (30)

4.

Covttr¡ur'¡1ry RND INTER69VERNMENTAL RenrtoruS (40)

5.

MRruRce¡¡pr.tïAND ADM|Nrsrnnrroru (50)

6.

FINANcIAL MANAGEMENT (60)

7.

PERSoNAL CneRRcreRrsïcs (60)

Toml-

Scone

wrrH ELECTED BoDy (50)

Secrou O¡¡E

AvERAcE SconE

SECTION TWO: GOAL PERFORMANCE

1.

PRorEcr Aruo E¡¡r*r.¡ce CoMMUNrry's Fr¡¡RrucrRl HeRr-ru A¡¡o
SrRarLrrY

2.
3.

GerueRRre Ecoruon¡rc DEVELopMENT THRouGHour THç Corr¡murulry

RevrewAruo PRroRrrzE CRprRl INFRASTRUcTURE NEEDS AND
IMPLEMENT

4,

5.

PRo¡ecrs

Develop A¡Io IH,IpIEUENT A STRATEGY To ADDRESS THE CoMMUNITY,S
AGING PUBLIC FACILITIES
Develop Aruo lurpleuerur MoRe EprEcrve

CoMMUNTcATtoN AND

OurneRcn WrrH THE Corr¡tr¡ulrlrrv

6.

MRn¡rnru AppRopRrATe Aruo EsserurRL PuaLrc SeRvrces lN A Cosr-

Errecrve

MRNTeR

Seclor.¡ Two- AvERAce Scone
Scn.rlnrrl ô¡rlc + Qcnrrnlr Trnrn

¡r'¡¡tt l) =

ITF SCÔRF

AvERAGE Scone

COMPENSATION ADJUSTMENT MECHAN ISM

Performance-based Adjustment Based on Comparable Cities' Manager/Administrator Compensation
using Composite Performance Score:

0
> 2.50

to

to

2.49
3.49

> 3.50 to 5.49
> 5.50 to 7.49
> 7.50 to 10.00

No increase in base pay
No increase or base pay equals 90 percent of comparables average
(whichever is greater)
Base pay equals average of comparables, no performance pay
Base pay equals average of comparables plus 3% one-time performance pay
Base pay equals average of comparables plus 5olo one-time performance pay

ooooo
Awrye
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+
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Editor

Preface
of the manager is a key compofflhenentevaluation
of any well-run local government, yet the
I
I value of a quality evaluation process and the
responsibility for that activity is often overlooked.
Even in communities that are considered to be professionally governed, the performance evaluation of the
local government manager can be an afterthought.
The 2012-2013 Executive Board of the International
City/County Management Association (ICMA), led by
President Bonnie Svrcek, acknowledged the need for
local government managers and their elected bodies
to put more focus on the manager evaluation process.
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Accordingly, it created a task force of managers from
around the United States, representing over a dozen
communities, to develop a Manager Evaluations Handbook ¡hat would assist managers and their boards in
this critical task.
Managers are encouraged to review this handbook
with an eye toward working with their elected bodies
to develop formal, mutually agreed-upon processes
for their own evaluations. This handbook, however,
is also intended to highlight the value of a formal
manager evaluation process and to assist local elected
officials in the design of an effective evaluation tool.

1

Executive Summary
tTl
I
I

he periodic evaluation of the local government
manager by the elected body is an important
component of a high-performance organization.
The evaluation should contain performance goals, objectives, and targets that are linked to the elected body's
established strategic plans, goals, and priorities, and it
should focus on the manager's degree of progress toward
organizational outcomes. To be faif it must be based on
criteria that have been communicated to the manager
in advance. Sample or generic evaluation forms, if used,
should be customized to reflect these criteria.
The purpose of the evaluation process is to
increase communication between the members of the
elected body and the manager concerning the manager's performance in the accomplishment of assigned

duties and responsibilities, and the establishment
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of specific work-related goals and objectives for the
coming year. Thus, all members of the elected body
should participate in the process, both by individually
completing the rating instrument and by discussing
their ratings with the other board members in order to
arrive at a consensus about performance expectations.
There is no one correct way to conduct a manager
evaluation. The key is to ensure that the evaluation
takes place in a regular, mutually agreed-upon manner
and is viewed by all as an opportunity for communication between the elected officials and the manager.
It may be useful, particularly if the members of
the elected body are inexperienced in the performance
evaluation process, to use a consultant to help the
elected body prepare for and conduct the manager's
evaluation.
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Successful Evaluation Tipsl
PerÍormance evaluatíons wüll allow you to

A.

Recognize the accomplishments of the manager and

show appreciation for the unique contributions to
the organization
B. Clearly identify areas where the manager is

doing well

C. Clearly identify

areas where the manager can

improve his or her performance
D. Specify definite actions that will allow the manager
to make additional value-added contributions to the
organization in the future.
E. Obtain the manager's own opinions on progress and
his or her individual contribution to collective actions
and achievements.

Díscussíng tasks that the manager pertorms well

o
¡
.

Gives the manager insight into self-awareness, interests, and motivation
Gives the manager recognition and appreciation for
achievements
Creates a positive climate for the remainder of the
review.

Reminders:

¡
r
.

Reminders:

r
o
.
r
.
¡
¡

Do's and Don'ts
DO:
a

a

a

a

a

¡

Listen intently.
Reinforce the manager's performance.
Emphasize facts; provide concrete examples and
specific descríptions of actions, work, and results.
Give only positive feedback during this part of the

¡

evaluation.
Acknowledge improvements that the manager has

a

¡
.

made.
Praise efforts if the manager has worked hard on
something but failed because of circumstances
beyond his or her control.
Describe performance that you would like to see
continued.

Díscussíng areas that need ¡mprovement

¡
¡
r

Gives insight into how the manager feels about

change, improvement for growth
Allows you to express any concerns you have about
the manager! overall performance and performance
in specific areas
Lets you challenge the manager to higher levels of

a

Spend a few minutes warming up in which the
agenda is laid out so everyone is reminded about
what to expect. Give an overview.
Always start with the positives. Be specific.
Explain the ratings in all areas: Talk about how the
consensus was arrived.
Be honest. Tell it like it is.
Be a coach, not a judge. Managing employees is a
lot like being an athletic coach. Effective coaching
involves a lot more than just score keeping. Simply
providing the score at the end of the game doesn't

improve performance.
Discuss with the manager his or her reactions to the
ratings, making clear that you are interested in his or
her feelings and thoughts.
lf appropriate, develop an improvement plan that
includes areas of deficiency, developmental needs.

DON'T:

.
¡
¡
¡
.

achievement.

r
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Keep the díscussion focused on performance.
Describe actions and results that do not meet
expectations.
Describe areas where the manager can make a
greater contribution.
Describe any situation or performance observed
that needs to be changed; be specific.
Tell the manager what needs to be done if a speciflc
change of behavior needs to take place.
Focus on learning from the past and making plans
for the future.
Keep this part of the discussion as positive and
encouraging as possible.

Rate the manager without the {acts. Ratings should
be on actual results.
Be too general.
Sidestep problems. Document performance problems and clearly identify what needs improvement.
Be vagug or generalize the reasons for the performance scores. Clear and specific examples of results
should be available.
Ambush the manager by identifying deficiencies or
problems that have never been addressed in informal discussions prior to the formal evaluation.
Minimize the manager's concerns or discount his or
her feelings.
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lntroduction
tTl
I
I-

here is some irony in the fact that managers'
evaluations are often less formal and less struc-

tured than those of the managers' employees.
While the manager may oversee the evaluation of
hundreds of employees within an organization, his or
her own performance evaluation becomes the task of
elected leaders who are often not formally trained in the
evaluation process or who have narrow or conflicting
definitions of good performance. The fact that an elected
body with numerous members is charged with the task
of evaluating the manager makes the need for a clear
and agreed-upon evaluation process even more important. And a thoughtful and structured evaluation process
that is supported by all involved parties enhances the
ongoing communication that is fundamental to effective
board/manager relationships.
A manager's evaluation should contain performance
goals, objectives, and targets that are linked to the
elected body's established strategic plans, goals, and
priorities and should focus on whether the manager has
achieved the desired organizational outcomes.
Sometimes the tone of a performance review can
be unduly influenced by the manager's last success or
failure. Judging performance on the basis of a single
incident or behavior is a common problem that can
arise in any organization. But a single incident or
behavior should not be the sole focus of a performance
evaluation. That is not to discount the importance
of how a manager handles high-stress, higher-profile
issues, which is an important aspect of a manager's
responsibility. However, day-to-day leadership, which is
also a key responsibility of the manager, can sometimes
go unnoticed even though it provides the foundation in
which high-stress, high-profile issues are handled.
ICMA has developed a list of 18 Practices for Effective Local Government Management that is recommended to members who are considering their own
professional development needs and activities. The
core areas represent much of what local government
managers are responsible for on an everyday basis,
and competency by the manager in these practices is
central to an effective, high-performing, professionally
managed local government. It is therefore the recommendation of ICMA s Tlask Force on Manager Evaluations that competency in the ICMA Practices also be
considered in the manager's performance evaluation.
There is no one way, let alone one single correct
way, to conduct an effective manager evaluation. This
Manager Evaluations Handbook will present traditional
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evaluation approaches that have proven to be successful, along with some alternative methods that may
be good for your local government. Again, the key is
to ensure that the evaluation takes place in a regular,
mutually agreed-upon manner and is viewed by all as
an opportunity for communication between the elected
officials and the manager.

The Purpose of Manager
Evaluations
High-performance local governments embrace an
ethos of continual improvement. Conducting regular
appraisals of the manager's work performance is part
of the continual improvement process.
The purpose of the evaluation process is to
increase communication between the members of the
elected body and the manager concerning the manager's performance in the accomplishment of his or her
assigned duties and responsibilities and the establishment of specific work-related goals, objectives, and
performance measures for the coming year. The evaluation process provides an opportunity for the elected
body to have an honest dialogue with the manager
about its expectations, to assess what is being accomplished, to recognize the manager's achievements and
contributions, to identify where there may be performance gaps, to develop standards to measure future
performance, and to identify the resources and actions
necessary to achieve the agreed-upon standards.
Keeping the focus on "big picture" strategic goals and
behaviors rather than on minor issues or one-time
mistakes/complaints leads to better outcomes.
Given that good relationships promote candor
and constructive planning, the performance appraisal
also provides a forum for both parties to discuss and
strengthen the elected body-manager relationship,
ensuring better alignment of goals while reducing misunderstandings and surprises. When elected bodies
conduct regular performance appraisals of the manager, they are more likely to achieve their community's
goals and objectives.

Basic Process
Ideally, the performance appraisal process for a manager is the natural continuation of the hiring process.

How to lnítiate
Prior to the recruitment of candidates, the elected
body typically develops the goals and objectives for
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the position of manager. Then, during the selection
process, the candidate and the hiring body meet to
discuss these items along with the long- and short-

term needs and issues of the community. Through
these conversations, the basic tenets of the manager's
performance evaluation are identified. At this point,
the performance appraisal process just needs to be
formalized. When the employment offer has been
accepted, the employment agreement should include

the requirement and schedule for the manager's
evaluation.
(Excellent tools for preparing the employment
agreement are contained in the ICMA Recruitment
Guidelines for Selecting a Local Government Administrator and the ICMA Model Employment Agreement.)
The employment agreement should stipulate that
the performance evaluation will be a written document
and that all parties will meet to discuss the contents in
person. It should also identify the frequency with which
evaluations will take place (e.g., annually, semi-annually). By including this information in the employment
agreement, the hiring body ensures that communications between the manager and the elected body will be
consistently scheduled, and that initiatives and objectives can be reviewed and updated on a regular basis.
It is especially critical for the elected body to come
to consensus on the initial expectations of the newly
hired manager so that priorities can be assigned and
progress measured. Those issues that were important
during the hiring process will logically factor into the
initial evaluation process. Then, in the succeeding
years, the document can be revised to reflect the latest
accomplishments and newest challenges.
Of course, priorities may shift during the year. If
that happens, make it clear to the manager that new
or changed priorities are being added into the evalua-

tion process.
If, with the passage of time, elections have taken
place and the board that is conducting the evaluation is not the same board that did the hiring, it is
important that the newly elected officials immediately
be introduced to the established performance goals,
measures, and evaluation process. This can be done as
part of the orientation process for new board members, included in the discussion of the form of government and the role of the manager. If a new member
has no experience in conducting performance evaluations, he or she will need to receive training before
participating in this process.
If performance evaluations were not discussed
during the hiring process, either the manager or the
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elected body may request that an evaluation process be instituted, and the specifics for conducting
the evaluation can then be agreed upon outside of

the provisions of the employment agreement. If the
request is made by the elected body, it is important to
emphasize that the purpose of the evaluation process
is to serve as a tool for organizational improvement,
not as a means of punishing the manager or setting
the stage for termination. While elected officials, especially those newly elected, may sometimes wish for a
change in management, the performance evaluation
process should not be used to effect such a change.

How to Proceed
A number of issues should be considered when preparing for the evaluation process, including how to
develop the rating instrument (and whether to use an
outside consultant), how to use the rating instrument,
and whether the evaluation should be conducted in
private or in public.

Developing the Ratíng lnstrument
Unlike most employee performance evaluations, in
which the employee is evaluated by a single executive
or supervisor, the manager's evaluation is conducted
by a group of individuals acting as a body. As each
elected official likely has different expectations, the
board members must first come to a consensus on
measures and definitions to be used.
Usíng a

consultant. If the members of the

elected

body are inexperienced in the performance evaluation process, it might be helpful at this point to use an
independent consultant to assist in preparing for and
conducting the manager's evaluation. A consultant
could be used in a variety of ways.
When designing the evaluation instrument, a consultant should solicit each elected official's full participation by asking for examples and details for each rating
category. Whether this is accomplished by interviewing
each official individually or by facilitating a group session, it is important to ensure that all voices are heard.
Use of an independent consultant is especially helpful if
there is a lack of cohesion among elected officials.
Once the consultant has collected the information,
the elected body and manager should meet in person
to discuss the findings. It is recommended that the
in-person conversation with the manager to review the
evaluation be conducted by the elected body with the
assistance of the consultant but not by the consultant
alone.
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If funds are limited, a consultant could be used in
a limited engagement to prepare an evaluation system

and then train the elected officials on how to conduct
an evaluation, which the officials may manage themselves after the first year.
If the elected body decides to use a consultant, the
Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM)
may be a source of referrals, as may be state municipal leagues or the local government's regular employment consulting firms. If a recruiter was used to assist
with the hiring process, the recruiter's agreement

could be extended to include the setup of the initial
evaluation process.
It is recommended that the evaluation process NOT
be facilitated by the local government's corporation
counsel, municipal clerk, or human resources director
because these individuals are not independent parties.
In almost all cases, their positions have either a reporting or a cooperating relationship with the manager, so
involving them in the manager's evaluation may damage relationships that are necessary for the effective
and efficient operation of the local government

Proceeding without a consultant If a consultant
is not used to facilitate the development of the evaluation instrument, the elected body may wish to begin
by reviewing the format and process used for the other
local government employees and considering the same
or a revised method. It is important to understand,
however, that a manager is evaluated in additional
ways. Because of this key difference, flexibility is
needed to add any necessary components intended to
assess varied goals and objectives and to facilitate a
dialogue between the elected body and the manager.
To be fair, the evaluation must be outcome based,
using criteria that have been previously communicated
to the manager and that incorporate the elected body's
priorities. The use of a prefabricated generic evaluation form (even the sample forms found at the end
of this handbook) is not recommended without some
customization to reflect these priorities.

Measure observable behavíors and progress
toward goals
The manager's job is to achieve the organization's
goals and implement the policies that have been determined by the elected body. Evaluating the manager's
effectiveness in achieving the goals necessarily means
that the elected body must have determined and
communicated the goals to the manager in advance,
ideally through a strategic planning process.
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The manager's success in achieving the goals set
by the elected body is related to his or her competencies and behaviors with respect to the specific
functions identified as the responsibility of the
manager. Defining the strengths of the manager
and identifying areas for improvement are part
of the evaluation process. ICMA has a list of 18
core areas critical for effective local government
management. While this list, the ICMA Practices
for Effective Local Government Management, was
developed for the purpose of ICMA's Voluntary
Credentia in g professiona I development program,
I

the elected body might find it helpfulfor ídentifying the specific observable behaviors to be used
in the manager evaluation. lt is suggested that the
elected body select what it believes to be the most
important areas for achieving its goals and evaluate the managert performance in these areas.
The ICMA Practices are as follows (click here for
descriptions):

1. Staff effectiveness
2. Policy facilitation
3. Functional and operational

expertise and

planning

4. Citizen service
5. Performance measurement/management
ó.
7.
8.

and

quality assurance
lnitiative, risktaking, vision, creativity, and
innovation
Technological literacy
Democratic advocacy and citizen
participation

9.

Diversity

'10.

Budgeting

11. Financial analysis
12. Human resources management
13. Strategic planning
14. Advocacy

and interpersonal communication

5. Presentation skills
1ó. Media relations
17. lntegrity2
18. Personal development
1

The members of the board must be in agreement
about their expectations of the manager. Furthermore,
both the manager and the board must understand
what the expectations are.
The performance criteria established by the board
for each of the prioritized functional areas need to be
specific and observable by the members of the elected
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body. If the criteria are quantifiable, they should
be expressed in objective, measurable terms. For
example, the manager saved 10% on the new project.
If the criteria are qualitative and subjective, they can
be expressed in terms of the desired outcome. For
example, members of the community and employees
frequently commented on the manager's fairness during this evaluation period.
Usíng the Ratíng lnstrument
The usefulness of any performance evaluation
depends almost entirely upon the understanding,
impartiality, and objectivity with which the ratings
are made. In order to obtain a clear, fair, and accurate
rating, an evaluator must clearly differentiate between
the personality and performance of the manager being
rated, making an objective and unbiased assessment
on the basis of performance alone. Fairness requires
the ability to identify both the strengths and weaknesses of the manager's performance and to explain
these constructively to the manager.
When an evaluation is completed by a group of
people, it is important that it reflect the consensus
opinion of all members. All members of the elected
body should participate in the manager evaluation
process in order to arrive at a consensus. This consensus can be accomplished by having each member
individually rate the manager, followed by a group
discussion to arrive at a final consensus rating for
each measure. Alternativel¡ if consensus cannot be
reached, each member can individually complete the
rating form, and then one member (or the consultant,
if one is used) can collect the forms and compile the
results and comments into one document, followed
by group discussion. It is important that each member's ratings, whether positive or negative, be backed
up with specific comments and examples so that the
whole group understands the reasoning behind them.
If individual comments-those that do not necessarily represent the sentiments of the elected body as
a whole-are to be included in the final document that
will be discussed with the manager, the board should
decide in advance whether those comments will be
anonymous or attributed to the individuals making
them.
It is important to keep in mind that performance
evaluation is just one part of the communication
toolbox between the manager and elected officials. It is
intended to enhance that communication, not to result
in a periodic written "report card" that is an end in
itself. In addition, nothing in the evaluation ought ever
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to be a surprise. Ongoing conversations should be held

throughout the year (assuming that the evaluation is
done annually) to help the manager understand if he
or she is on course or if any midseason corrections are
necessary. Ideally, the items in the evaluation will have
already been touched on in these conversations, so the
evaluation will serve as a written summary of them.
Publíc versus private evaluations
When deciding whether to conduct the evaluation
process in a public or an executive/closed session, the
elected officials, manager, and legal counsel should
review state law. When possible, it is recommended
that the performance evaluation process occur in executive/closed session between the elected body and manager; however, many states have specific regulations
about whether and when the public may be excluded
from attending a meeting involving the elected body or
from having access to certain records involving a public
employee. Such "sunshine" laws were first created to
increase public disclosure by governmental agencies.
The purpose is to promote accountability and transparency by allowing the public to see how decisions are
made and how money is allocated.
While all states have such laws, the exact provisions of those laws vary. For example, specific legislation may require that all government meetings be
open to the public or that written records be released
upon request. In many states, all local government
records are available for review by the public, including evaluation documents and notes, unless they are
specifically exempted or prohibited from disclosure by
state statutes.
Regardless of whether the evaluation is conducted
in a public or an executive/closed session, each state's
statute will dictate certain procedures for meeting
notification, recording of minutes, and disclosure of
decisions made. These procedures should be reviewed
by the elected officials, manager, and legal counsel
and followed throughout the evaluation process.
However, all final decisions or actions related to
the manager's performance (e.g., employment agreement changes, compensation) should be made in a
public setting.

Frequency and Tíming of
Manager Evaluations
As previously noted, the manager evaluation process,
including the frequenry and timing of the evaluations,
will ideally have been discussed as part of the employ-
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Benefits of executive session/closed meeting
to evaluate manager's performanca

r

Provides a venue for handling issues that are
best discussed in private, and ensures confidentiality until a decision is made regarding
the manager's performance

o Provides a forum that

is not unduly influenced

by outside sources

¡
.
¡
¡

Promotes a free-flowing díscussion of comments by the elected body and manager
Ensures the respect and privacy of personnel dealings between the elected body and
manager

lmproves communication betrveen the elected
body and the manager
Reduces opportunity to politicize the performance evaluation process

o Provides a forum for the elected body and
the manager to talk openly about topics that
warrant special attent¡on, such as succession
planning, senior staff peformance, and executive compensation

o Enables elected officials to challenge the manager without fear of undermining his or her

authority in the community

to

by enabling

members of the public to view the process

¡
.

Can reduce claims of inappropriate agreements and "secrets"
Can improve elected body, managel and
citizen relationships

Benefits of providing a publ¡c summary once
the process is complated

o

Lets the public know how the elected body
evaluates and views the manager

o Ensures transparency and public accountabilíty
o Promotes the embodiment of ICMAs commitment to openness ín government

o

Provides the organization with another oppor-

tunity to earn the public's trust

ment agreement at the time of the manager's hiring. It
is recommended that the initial formal evaluation not
take place until the elected officials and the manager
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Relationsfrip of Evaluation

to Compensation

The primary purposes of a manager's performance
evaluation are

l.

To provide a tool for communication between the

elected body and the manager

2. To provide an opportunity for the elected body to
specifically indicate levels of satisfaction with the
manager on mutually identified and defined performance priorities
3. To provide an opportunity for the manager to learn

Benefits of an open session/meeting
evaluate manager's performance

o Can build transparency and trust

have worked together for a year; however, short,
less formal evaluations are recommended on a quarterly basis. After that, at least one formal evaluation
(still with quarterly informal evaluations) should be
conducted per year, as longer intervals create a higher
likelihood of miscommunication and surprises.
It is further recommended that the formal evaluation be scheduled during the least busy time of year
for both the manager and the elected officials, avoiding both the budget preparation season (particularly if
the manager's compensation is tied to the evaluation)
and the election season (lest the manager's evaluation become an election issue). The scheduling should
also allow adequate time for newly elected members
of the board to become familiar with the manager's
performance.

and improve
4. To allow for fair and equitable compensation
adjustments based on a review of performance in
achieving mutually identified priorities and on the
elected body's level of satisfaction with the manager's overall performance.
Performance evaluations that are tied directly to
compensation decisions are often distorted by those
decisions and therefore result in less-than-honest communication between the elected body and the manager. This happens primarily because
1. Elected officials wishing to offer upward compen-

sation adjustments may feel obliged to embellish
the evaluation in a positive manner to justify the
compensation decision to the public.
2. Elected officials not wishing to adjust compensation may feel obligated to justify their decision
with negative comments about performance matters that actually are not a major concern to them.
3. The manager may be reluctant to seek full clarification on issues raised in the evaluation for fear it
could result in a reconsideration of the compensa-

tion decision.
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To avoid these distortions in communication, a balanced evaluation is necessary. That is, the evaluation

goals to be accomplished during the next appraisal
period as well as any specific performance areas iden-

should provide the opportunity for open communica-

tified for improvement.

tion and at the same time be used for compensation
decisions related to identified performance achievement and corrective actions by the manager. To this
end, a balanced evaluation would
1. Establish a clear set of performance expectations

prior to the evaluation period.
2. Include a midterm evaluation without any consideration of compensation in order to focus on
clarity of communication and performance to date.
This evaluation would allow the manager to take
steps to address areas of performance that were of
concern to the elected body; it would also help to
eliminate misunderstandings and miscommunication between the elected body and manager.
3. Use a full-term evaluation to evaluate the level of
performance satisfaction for the entire performance
period and thus provide the basis for a fair and
equitable compensation decision.
Often, factors other than the performance evalua-

tion form the basis of compensation decisions. These
nonperformance considerations include
1. The economic climate of the community and

region
2. The general status of compensation decisions in
the private sector of the community
3. The compensation decisions for other employees of the local government
4. A general review of the competitive position
of the local government in the local government's
market area
5. A comparative salary review.

In summary, the performance evaluation of a
professional manager can provide input into compensation decisions by the local elected body. However,
the communication value of an evaluation is best
served by a periodic evaluation not directly tied to
compensation.
The Evaluatíon Results
The evaluation serves as the written, formal record
of the conversation between the manager and elected
body and consists of two important sections. The first
section is the elected body's appraisal of the manager's performance with respect to the previously
agreed-upon goals for the period under review as well
as the general performance of the organization. The
second sectíon contains an agreed-upon list of the
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What Others Are Doing:
Survey Results
In developing this handbook, the task force surveyed
a sample of local government managers within the
United States to obtain information on current evaluation practices. The key findings of the survey suggest
that the evaluation process is a problem for a sizeable number of managers. Fortunately, though, most
respondents did not report problems with their evaluations and took the time to comment on key aspects of
successful appraisals. These comments provide clues
to the common pitfalls related to the evaluation process and, more importantly, suggestions for improving
the process. This section of the handbook describes
these survey findings.
The most common challenges managers and
elected bodies face with the evaluation process revolve
around four general areas: failure to undertake evaluations, lack of a credible appraisal process, lack of
knowledge of the council-manager form of government, and lack of communication. Each of these topics is briefly discussed below.

Failure to Undertake Evaluations
Employee appraisals are a standard feature of most
workplaces. They serve as a means of enhancing
employee performance as well as the overall effectiveness of the organization. Indeed, employee appraisals serve similar purposes as performance measures
of programs and services. In both cases, we seek to
identify opportunities for continual improvement.
Yet people avoid completing performance appraisals,
most likely because properly completed appraisals
require time and effort. Other reasons for avoidance
may include fear of criticism or the underlying stress
associated with the appraisal process. Neglecting to
undertake regular performance appraisals, howeve¡
can lead to underachievement. Worse yet, failing to
complete appraisals on a regular basis can lead to
unfounded assumptions that all is well when it is not.
It is therefore important to establish a regular pattern
of appraisals.
The survey responses identified two methods to
help ensure that appraisals are conducted on a regular
basis. The most common method is to place a requirement for an annual evaluation within the employment
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contract. The requirement should also specify a time
of year-often a time that is less busy than others.
The other method is to establish an appraisal time at a
regularly scheduled annual meeting, such as a board
retreat. But while this method achieves the goal of a
scheduled appraisal, it is a less satisfactory approach
because it may easily dilute the focus necessary for a
good appraisal.

Lack of a Credible Evaluation
Process
Another common challenge that survey respondents
noted is the lack of a credible evaluation process. Problems include lack of structure, little to no preparation,
and limited understanding of appraisals, both purpose
and process. Process issues may be addressed through
formal üaining of both the manager and council. Training can be accomplished through work sessions with
human resource professionals. Another approach is
to team up with CEOs and board members of locallybased institutions that have the same challenge and
jointly sponsor training programs. Although not as
effective as training, the use of standard evaluation
forms, customized to a community's goals, is another
way of ensuring a more structured process. Lastly, most
managers who are satisfied with their appraisal processes noted that one member of the elected body, typically the mayor, provided active oversight of the process
and kept discussions on point and on track.

Lack of Knowledge of the

Council-Manager Form of
Government
Lack of knowledge about the community's form of
government and/or the day-to-day work of the manager is another factor that was cited as hindering
quality appraisals. In this case, providing information
as early as possible to newly elected officials about
the form of government is recommended. This can
include meeting with those officials and discussing the
manager's duties and responsibilities as well as taking
them on field visits. Another approach is to partner
with the statewide municipal league and/or municipal
clerks association to provide seminars on the form
of government. Managers can also use opportunities
such as community functions to inform the general
public about its form of government. Some jurisdictions use the "poliry governance" model, whereby
the explicit roles of the manager, elected bod¡ and
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other key staff such as attorney are clearly defined and
documented. Removing misunderstandings and filling
informational voids about the form of government can
greatly improve appraisals because such efforts clarify
the duties and responsibilities of both the manager
and the board.

Lack of Communication
Perhaps the most important ingredient for success-

ful appraisals is effective means of communications
between manager and elected officials. As in any
human relationship, effective communication is key
to understanding and removing faulty assumptions.
Achieving superior levels of communication requires
active listening and regularity. And the benefits of
such attention are high. For instance, survey respondents noting the most satisfaction with the appraisal
process use a wide variety of means to regularly communicate with their elected bodies. They meet with
elected officials on an individual basis and talked with
them regularly via telephone. These same managers
provide regular written and verbal reports, typically
at each board meeting, that discuss the progress on
council goals and objectives, strategic plans, and
prior evaluation topics, as well as on operational and
special topic issues. More detailed reports are provided
on a quarterly basis. In addition, many managers meet
with their elected bodies more than once a year with
a single-issue focus to discuss progress, redefinition,
and resourcing of established goals and objectives,
strategic plans and efforts, etc. These additional meetings provide time to focus on progress and reduce the
probability of end-of-year surprises.
Creating an effective organization takes time and
effort. It also requires regular evaluation of services
and operations. Evaluating employee performance,
especially the manager's, is a vital element of successful organizations. Objective appraisals can be achieved
with an accurate understanding of the manager's and
elected officials' duties and responsibilities. Communicating regularly and effectively through a variety of
means is a vital element of successful organizations
and employee appraisals.3

Supplementa I Approaches
The basic process for evaluations may be supplemented or expanded by using other tools, such as
self-evaluations, periodic check-ins, 360-degree assessments, and conversation evaluations.
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Self-Evaluations
It is recommended that a self-evaluation component be
included in whatever type of evaluation is used. The
purpose of a self-evaluation is for the manager to reflect
upon his or her level of performance in achieving the
organizational objectives, including both internal and
external accomplishments and challenges in handling
specific tasks and taking organizational direction. In a
public setting, process and perception can be as important as outcomes, and managers should include all
three in a self-evaluation. Thus, a manager's self-evaluation should make clear to elected officials the process
by which the manager pursued individual goals, and
the perceptions of both the manager and stakeholders
of the manager's success or failure in meeting those
goals. A manager's self-evaluation should be customized to the needs of each governmental entity.

Periodic Check-ins
There is a management philosophy that says there
should be no surprises during an evaluation. Managers
should be continually evaluating, assessing, measuring, and communicating with employees. Providing
this type of continuous evaluation is a greater challenge, howeve¡ for elected boards because it requires
the participation of all board members-since the
manager reports to a group and not a single individual
supervisor. If a process is in place for formal evaluations of the manage¡ such evaluations likely occur
just once per year. The annual evaluation can be a
stressful time for all involved, and it can also be a
challenge to remember all that has occurred over the
past year. Moreover, it is easy for annual assessments
to skew toward recent events, challenges, and successes while deemphasizing activities that occurred
nine or ten months ago. In realit¡ an elected body's
perception of a manager's job performance is often
viewed through lenses crafted by the "crisis of the
day" or by how smoothly the last board meeting went.
A more workable alternative is periodic check-ins.
Periodic check-ins, such as once per quarter, can
help reduce the stress and minimize the surprises that
can come when a manager's performance is evaluated
only annually. A periodic review of a manager's work
plan can help remind the elected body of the manager's
long-term goals (as set by the organizationl so that both
parties can evaluate the manager's progrcss toward
meeting those agreed-upon goals. If progress on the work
plan has slowed down or other challenges have arisen
along the way, a quarterþ check-in offers the manager
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an opportunity to self-reflect on his or her performance
as well as a forum to explain delays. It can also provide
the manager the opportunity to remind the board of the
18 core areas noted in the ICMA Practices for Effective
Local Govemment Management that are critical and are
part of operating effectively on a day-to-day basis.
A periodic check-in on the manager's work plan is
also important when faces on the elected board change,
such as after an election, resignation, or reassignment

of committees. By apprising the new board members of
the manager's work plan, the manager is making certain that the new officials understand and are supportive of the projects or goals that he or she is working on.

3ó0-Deg ree Assessments
Another form of appraisal process is the 360-degree
assessment, which is sometimes referred to as a "selfdevelopment" tool. Generally speaking, the 360-degree
assessment consists of an employee obtaining feedback from supervisors, subordinates, and peers. In this
case, the manager completes a self-evaluation as well,
with a sample of the workforce providing the subordinate feedback. In some instances, feedback is also
obtained from those outside the organization, such as
citizens who have frequently worked with the manager and use the jurisdiction's services regularly.
Some jurisdictions include the 360-degree assessment as part of the manager's appraisal process. The
ICMA Voluntary Credentialing Program also uses this

method as part of maintaining the credential; howeve¡
ICMA s assessments ask only behavioral questions.
They do not cover progress toward organizational goals.
In most cases a 360-degree assessment is conducted digitally via the Internet. Raters are provided
evaluation forms that are returned to an independent
third party via the Internet in order to ensure anonymity and confidentiality.
One of the chief benefits of the 360-degree assessment process is that it provides feedback on competencies that are not regularly seen and therefore are
not discussed in the typical performance appraisals.
For instance, line staff will see behaviors that elected
officials do not see and vice versa. Thus, a manager's
performance may be improved because it is evaluated
from several different perspectives. However, if the
360-degree assessment is used as part of the appraisal
process, caution should be taken so that the evaluation doesn't become a measure of the manager's popularity with staff or the public. The manager works for
the elected officials and should be evaluated by them
on the basis of their stated expectations.
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Conversatíon Eval uation Systema
This version of an evaluation is a conversational
session between the manager and the elected officials. For situations where there is tension among
the elected officials or between the manager and the
elected body, a facilitator can be used.

expectations, 2 is below expectations, and 1 is far
below expectations. For example, a 3O-point factor
would have the following scale:
30-28

Far exceeds expectations (5)

28-26

Exceeds expectations (4)

26-24

Achieves expectations

Step #1: Create Fadors

24-22

Below expectations (2)

The elected officials divide themselves into subgroups-normally an equal number of officials in
each. The number of groups should be small, so for
a board with 7 members, there would be a group
of 3 people and a group of 4 people. With larger
boards-say a county board with 20 people-there
might be more groups. rü/here the situation involves a
mayor and other elected officials, the mayor can move
between the two groups or can be part of one group.
The manager makes up his or her own group.
The elected official groups are given a single question that they can respond to with a number of factors:
"What should members of the elected body expect
of the manager?" The groups place their answers on
a flipchart page. The manager also gets a question:
"What do you think the elected body ought to expect
of the manager?," to which he or she can also respond
with a number of factors listed on a llipchart page.

22-20

Far below expectations

Step #2: Reach Consensus on the Factors
The subgroups come back together and discuss each
of the factors they listed. They work to combine their
lists to arrive at between 10 and 15 factors.

(3)

{1)

These points are totaled, and then added to the
points from the section below.

Step #6: Select Goals
The board-collectively and in consultation with the
manager-comes up with the list of goals for the manager. Together they then assign another 100 points to
the goals for the year. So, for example, 50 points could
be assigned to Goal +1, Goal *2 could get 20 points,
and Goal *3 could get 20 points, Ieaving l0 points for
Goal *4.

The points from the above 5 steps would be added
to the 100 points possible from step number 6 and
would be totaled {or an overall score using the chart
below:
expectations

400-3ó0

Far exceeds

359-320

Exceeds expectations

319-280

Meets expectations

279-240

Below expectations

239-200

Far below

expectations

Step #3: Assígn Weight Values for the Factors
The group divides again, and the subgroups assign
points to each of the factors from Step *2. They are
given a total of 300 points and may assign from 10 to
30 points to each factor, but each factor must be given
an even number of points. More points are given to
those items that are a higher priority.
Step #4: Reacfi Consensus on Weíght Values

for

the Fadors
The subgroups come back together again with the
point values they have from their discussions. During this conversation, the entire group tries to come
to a consensus on how the point values from Step *3
should be allocated.
Step #5: Assígn Rating

to

Each Fador for the

Adual Pertormance of the Manager
The elected officials distribute points to each of the
factors on a 1-5 scale, on which 5 is far exceeds
expectations,4 is exceeds expectations, 3 is achieves
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In summary, this is a conversational evaluation.
The evaluators review the factors each year and
everybody owns them. From year to year the factors
are revised as necessary to reflect the feelings of the
elected body, which can change each year.

Data - gathe ri n g/Softwa re

Resources
Performance evaluation software can be an effective
tool for the elected body to prepare manager evaluations. A wide variety of programs are available,
enabling elected bodies to have as much or as little
input into the rating categories as they wish. Some
programs come with rating categories already provided
for a variety of positions, some allow the customer to
provide the categories, and some are a hybrid. This
flexibility allows the elected officials to create a customized rating tool that works best for them.
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Some evaluation software programs allow for multiple raters and some for a single rater. If the program
only allows for a single rater, all elected officials convene
to discuss each category agree on the rating, and offer
comments, while one elected official enters the rating
and comments into the software program. In this case,
there needs to be trust among the elected officials that all
opinions are being heard and recorded. It is then important that all elected officials review the final draft and
offer feedback before it is given to the manager.
If a multiple-rater system is used, elected officials
will be completing the evaluation away from the rest
of the elected body, so it is recommended that there
be group discussion beforehand to ensure consistency
in the meaning of the rating categories as in opinions
about the manager's performance. The elected officials
should also meet after they have entered their ratings
because the evaluation ls a group activity, not a mul-

riple individual activity.
A word of warning regarding the multiple-rater
system: It may be difficult to make sure that everyone
fully participates in the process. Elected officials won't
be informed by each other's comments, and consensus
can be hard to achieve. Thus, if some elected officials
provide more commentary than others, it could skew
the overall evaluation.
Even with the use of performance evaluation software, an in-person conversation between the elected
body and the manager is needed to review the evaluation and discuss the results.
As noted above, a wide variety of software programs are available, including

r
r

o

Online survey tools such as Survey Monkey
Performance evaluation software (SHRM can
recommend)

methods of evaluation, the tools and methods used
to evaluate one manager in one community may not
be appropriate for another manager in a neighboring
community. To maximize legitimacy and effectiveness
and to enhance communication, a manager's evaluation needs to be tailored to the issues and stated goals
of the elected body.
That said, the task force also agreed that there are
some standard elements-notabl¡ the ICMA Practices
for Effective Local Government Management-that
would enhance any evaluation. These 18 core competencies are the framework for what a manager does on
a day-to-day basis, and they warrant acknowledgment

in the evaluation process.
Finally, while this handbook offers a variety of
ideas on the manager evaluation process, the most

important takeaway is that the evaluation must take
place and that the process must be mutually agreed
upon. There are many ways to get this done, but the
manager and the board both deserve the structured
communication that the evaluation provides.

Sample Evaluation Forms for
Local Government CAOs
. Sample Appraisal of Performance
I Sample Manager Evaluation Form
o
o

Communication. That is the essential element to maintaining a good relationship between an elected board
and the appointed manager. Communication comes in
many forms, but the board's evaluation of the manager is a formalized method of communication that
should not be overlooked.
The task force that was formed to develop this
handbook compiled and considered the best practices
for manager evaluations. The group shared numerous
ideas and learned a great deal from each other. The
final product demonstrates that just as each manager
and board are unique, so too must be the evaluation
process for each manager. \Ã/hile there are common
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Sample County Administrator Performance Evaluation

Other Resources
¡
e

NeoGov online performance evaluation module

Conclusion

Sample Manager Performance Evaluation

r
.

ICMA Practices for Effective Local Government
Management
Recruitment Guidelines for Selecting a Local
Government Administrator
ICMA Model Employment Agreement
ICMA Code of Ethics with Guidelines

Notes
I

Adapted from City Manager Performance Review, Successful

2

Integrity is not simply concemed with whether the manager's
behavior is legal; it also addresses the issue of personal and

Evaluation Tips, City of Mountlake Terrace, WA

professional ethics: "Demonstrating fairness, honesty, and ethical
and legal awareness in personal and professional relationships
and activities." ICMA members agree to abide by the ICMA Code
of Ethics.

3

Perkins, Jan. "Case Study: It's (Gulp) Evaluation Time." PM, July
2005. http://icma.orglDocuments/Document/Document/3602

4

Adapted and used with permission from Lewis Bender, PhD,
Professor Emeritus, Southern Illinois University, Edwardsviile,
lewbender@aol.com
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5: 'At least dúe'week prior to ttre sclie ùte¿ êv¿úatioìi

tfte
evafti¿tion ôf rhe
"oap¡Sit,
City Council, plus the City ildanager's Self-Evaluation Form,
a¡e distributed by the
Chair to the Council. A *py of the composite evaluation also is provided by the
Chair to'tfie

6.

Cþ

lvfanager at this time.

The City Council meets with the City lvfanager in the scheduled kscutive Session to
joinúly review the waluation,

7- Following

the evaluation, the City l\'fanflger shall present to tåe Chair an; requests
regarding changes to the Employnent Agreemeot, including sala¡y adiqstmerÉs.

8.

trn Exeortive Session, the Chair shall present to the City Council the City þfanag€r's
Emplolmed Agreemeut adjustment requests. At the Executive Sessio4 the Chair
shall also solicit addition¿l adjustmeirt zuggestions ftom the.Co¡¡ncil. At auy poim
during the Brecutive Session, the Councit may choose to e¡rcuse the Ciry lrrfanag€r
from deliberstions regarding these items. Following the feaching of a m4iority
conseru¡us on any adjustments, the Council shall inform tûe Manager of its pending
decision in Exect¡tive Ses¡iop- an{ thcn reco¡vene in open sgssion to ratify tle changes.

c

!w

MANAG

E

R SË¿FEVAI,UATIQN,

firc
PART

FO- R

n

ffa$g€r.an{.sven to ¡he Cfu

R

The City Manager should complete the Evaluation Form that atso

wif

be

completed by City Council.

Pâ'RT

IIi

fite City Manager should

complete the following questioas. Additional pages

may be added ¿s necessary.

I What progress

bave you made in accomplishing your goals and/or

work

assignments

since your last evaluation?

2.

otlren jôb-rdated accomplishments bave you had +hnt were not part of.the goals
'
your
last ey.alU?tiOd
..."set at
,

\ilhat

:,

,

4.

rtilhat do you see
as your major goals for tjris next evaluation period?

5.

Wh¿t can the Counoil do to heþ you accomplish these goals?

6.

Wtrat suggestions do you have for improving the effecriveness between you and the
Council?

7. Do you have specific training needs whioh the Council can facìlitate, and how will
these needs help you in meeting your goals?

8.

Are there any other issues or comments you wish to strare?

CNTV ftñAruAGER ET/A[-fl'9AT¡OT* FOR!iT
i'1"-, ,

';i,

,,1r.t,,. r. , i

'l:."

:,,,;.:r,i', ',

..

.

Ihis form shall be used by each men¡ber pf the City Council to evaluate the City
ldanager's performanca þ fulfilling each of the roles which he/she plays in the cþ's
govenment. The Cþùfanageris graded I -

10,

with the following scale:

t-7:

Unaccqtable performance; plan needs to be in place forimprovenrent

3-4:

Bare minimum performance

5{:

Performance acceptable; *meets standards"

7-8:

Initíatíiæ shoum to exceed basicjob require,ments

9-tr0: Superior

forjob funstion

ability and initiative dernonshated; 'oorceeds standards by awide

margtn

tfe Council:should sþ the form and:forward it io the Cor¡ncil Chair for
compilation at least two weeks prior to tåe scheduled evaluation.
Each member of

1".

PERSONAL
Invests sr¡frcient efforts toward being diligerit and thoroughin tlre
discharge of dutios.
Composrrre, appearance and attitr¡de are fitting for an individual in his/her
exesutive position

,

PBO4pSSnpNer,

sls&s

.q.Np sTA,TUs

Respeøed in managernent profession.

llas

ri¡,

a capacity for innovatioa

Antiqipæes

nfblery

an{. dw9þs_etr-ectiye approacheg

\,fj'

fgl solving tlrem

Willing to try new ideas proposed by Council mernbers or ist¿ff

:'

. - '. ,l

page?
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Manager Evaluation Form

carries out directivss of the cor¡ncilas a whole rather than'tåose of any
one Councilmember.
Assists the council in resolving proble.ms at tåe administrative level to
avoid urnecessary Council action
Assists the council in establishing polisywhile acknowlefuingthe ultimate
authority of the Council.
Responds to reçests for inform¿tion or assistance by the councii in a

timely mriûner.
Informs the Council of adrninistrative developments and cr¡rrent issues in a
timelynanner.

r. .,

_.

Provi.des. ecual

inþ¡patipq.fo all mø¡rþers,ofthe. Counpil.

...

:

:...

-

,.

.:,,.

j

.-

.

.

,

...

.

rj

.

.. :

,

..::

.,.:....

Receptive to consfiustive criticism and ¿dvice.

4.

FOIJCY EXECTTTION

--:-

Implements Council action in accordance with the intent oftlre Council.
Supports the actions ofthe City Counoil afte¡ a decision has been reached.

Enforces city policies
Understands the city"s laws and ordinances.

-..-

.Reviews enforcement procedures periodicatty to improve effectiveness.

Ofersworkable altsrr*ivesto thg Councilfor changes inthe law when an
ordinance or policy proves impractical in actuat administration

s.

REF"O"_RÏÏNG
:'

ir"'..-:.,.

''r;t'.r:..;"

..

':r,....

(

.-::;::.;.'i.;:..

..'

'": .,.,'

Provides the cór¡ncil with re,ports còncerningni¿hers of importance to the
.-ÇÞ'.

.. ï .. - ,,.,, ,¡ .,. .j '- ,'.

.. ,,

Reports are accr¡rate and comprehensive.

..
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Reports are generally,produced thr,ouglr ouminitiative .rather than wheo
requested by the Council.
Prepares a sound agendawhich prevents trivial, adnrinistrative matt€rs
from being reviewed bythe Council.

6.

ÇT_r%.EIS.RELATTONS
Accommodates comptaints from eítizens ín a timely, coasistent and
respectñrl üanner.
Dedicated to the community and to its citizens.
Skillñ¡I with tle news mediq avoiding politioal positions and partisanshr,f¡.

:-

'''''
Openlylist€ns to others..

\ilorks well with

others.

lVilling to meet withmeurbers

.

ofthe

and discuss their

conc€ms.

Cooperates with neighboring communities.
Cooperates with the couritJr, state and federal governmerrts.
Cooperates with goverme,ntal r¡aits-within the City; such as the School

Board.
7.

STAT'I'ING
Reoruits and retains competent personnel for city positions.

Aware ofweak or inpfficient adurinisl¡ative personnel and worts to;
improve their performance.
Accurateþ ir¡formed and conce,med about enrployee inurance, ûioge
bene,fits, promotions, and pensions.
Impartially administers the merit sysem.
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"'--,rr''-'.:irl' 'i\dlièrèSto-tërrß'of.èmþfóy€euniorcottiaðtsr

.:i;:, ,.,".'' :..

Professionally negotietes the terms of errployee union oontrasts and ably
represents the City's position.

E

SUPESVTSION
Encourages department heads to rnake decisions within their own
jurisdictions witåout city tvfanager approval, yet maintains gurerat control
of administrative operations.

r¡stills confidence and initiative in subordinates and errphasizes supporq
rafher than restrictive corifro¡ü frr their prograru¡.
|

- ':

:.

. -. - ,;;:

:i-:r.. ii:

. :

.'

I{as deveþed afriendly and informal relationship with the work force as a
wholg yet maintains the prestige and dignity of-ihtirCitylvfanager,ofrce.
Evaluates personnel periodically and points out stâffweaknesses and
strengths.

e.

r.Iscâ.llt{ANAçEME-rlI
kepares a balanced budget to provide serr¡iees at a lever intended bythe
Council.
Makes the best possible use of available funds, conscious ofthe need. to
'
..i
operàle the city efficiently ,and etrecitively..
'j

'

'.

"i

.

Prepared budget is timely, consist€nt and tfrorouglr.

fuiticipates.problems and provides Cormcil with solutions for
consideration.

f0.
WhaÉ h¿ve beon tho finesû accornplfuhnents of.the
year?
!-

:-,::1.

.

i....
.:_'.i.;i...

-.

1,

clty

Manager Éhís pasû

,.,,.'.
. i -. . ,, . .. :... ,-i. .. .. -,..
., .!.1
\'

. _.i.Íi
,ra.

:.11.i:,._ ..,,.--.. '...,r:...ì.;:-,'..iì

., 1.:.: ..

,

:l
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lX"

What arreas need the most Ínrprovement? ÌVhy?:'S&ai,'coi{ritrttûtiver'posÍtÍve
ideas câ¡¡ you offer ûhe City Manager.ûo impmve these areas?

t2.

OTHER

l.

legdË€rricËs
City Attorney,meets the City's needs as Corporale Counsel.

thatmaytnpaßt'theCiç - "":

,

r

': :

'. i:i. ,:.',:

City lvfanager utilize3'legal services appropriateþ

,

Commonts:

B.

IDcpartment o,f Plannins
Department is perceived as

efEcicnt.

:

Semices seem to be effecÉive in rneeting communìty needs.

Deparment is responsive, imrovative and anticipates problems.

Conments:
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.n.'.i'C'"@i.'...j'..'.'..'...:,,:.íl.i..'..''.'...-..'i.i'j
r

':

-

Þeparnnent is perceived as efficient.
Sqvices s€em to be effectíve in meeting community ûeeds.
Departmert is responsive, imor¡ative and anticipates problems.
Comments:

Il.

Deoaffiñenú of F-qrks qnd Recneatign

j, : .

Departmentisperceivedasefrcieût. . '.

:.

Services.seeB.,to be e$e4ive in meeling

coerygrty

......,

.

gÇ9ds.,.

Deparhent is responsive, innovative and anticipates problems.
Comncnfs:

E

Dep¿Et¡qent of P¡rEi$.If"orIE
.:.

--

..

Departmetr is perceived as efficiøt.
Services seem to be effective ìn meetirig communify needs.

Dçparh:nt
Commenß:

is responsivg innovative and anticipates problenrs.
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TOWN OF NOR\ryICH
P.O. BOX 376
NOR\ilrCH, VERMONT 05055-0376
TO\ryN MANAGN,R
EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT
This Agreement is made by and between the Town of Norwich, a municipal corporation
organized and existing under the laws of the State of Vermont, hereinafter called the
TOWN, and Neil R. Fulton, an individual residing in Norwich in the State of Vermont,
hereinafter called EMPLOYEE, witnesseth:

IN

CONSIDERATION

of the mutual promises and undertakings of the parties

hereinafter set forth, the parties agree as follows:

1.

DUTIES

a)

The TOWN hereby confirms that EMPLOYEE serves as the Norwich Town
Manager and has been authorized since the date of hire to exercise the powers
and duties of that position as set forth in Vermont law. EMPLOYEE agrees to
continue to serve as Norwich Town Manager under the terms set forth herein.

b) EMPLOYEE shall continue to exercise the powers

and perform the duties of
Town Manager as set forth in the Job Description attached hereto and made a
part of this Agreement and those provided by Chapter 37 of Title 24 of the
Vermont Statutes Annot¿ted and such other powers and duties as may be
provided for under Vermont law.

2.

DURATION OF AGREEMENT

a)

3.

This Agreement shall take effect on the date this Agreement is approved by the
Selectboard and executed by both parties and continue until June 30, 2018,
unless otherwise provided for under the provisions of this Agreement.

PERFORMANCE AI\ID SALARY

a)

The TOIWN shall pay to the EMPLOYEE a salary based on the grade and step
plan contained in the Bargaining Unit Contract (BUC) between the TOÌWN and
the New England Police Benevolent Association at a grade of 25 and a step of G
effective July 1, 2015, payable in equal installments at the same time as other
employees of the Town of Norwich are paid. The TOWN agrees that, as of
September 20 of each year, the TOWN shall award the EMPLOYEE a step
increase.

4.

FULL TIME

a)

EMPLOYEE shall devote all his time and effort to the performance of his duties
as Town Manager. The TOWN shall provide EMPLOYEE with reasonable time
off from normal duties as compensation for extended office hours and evening
meetings. The TOWN shall not be responsible for payment of any compensatory
time and there shall be no accumulation of such time.
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RETIREMENT

a) As

required by Vermont law EMPLOYEE shall participate in the Vermont
Municipal Employees Retirement System (VMERS) Defrned Contribution Plan
and EMPLOYEE's rights shall be consistent with such Plan.

6.

VACATION

a)

EMPLOYEE shall be entitled to five weeks (25 business days) of paid vacation
time each employment year. Such vacation shall accrue and be available to
EMPLOYEE at the rate of 6.25 days per quarter. In the event of termination of
employment for any reason and EMPLOYEE has accrued but not used vacation
time, such vacation time shall be paid to EMPLOYEE as a lump sum based on
his rate of pay on the last day of employment no later than 30 days after the last
day of employment.

b) A maximum of five weeks

of unused vacation time may accrue in a fiscal year.
Any vacation time which would otherwise accrue, but which would cause the
total available vacation time to exceed the five weeks in a fiscal year, shall be
lost.

7.

LIFE INSURANCE

a)

8.

The TOWN shall provide, at its expense, a life insurance policy for EMPLOYEE
in the same amount as provided to other salaried town employees.

AUTOMOBILE

a)

The TOWN shall pay EMPLOYEE a vehicle allowance of $3,600 per year,
payable in equal installments at the same time as other employees of the Town of
Norwich are paid. EMPLOYEE shall be responsible for all repairs, maintenance,
insurance, registration, loan or lease payments, gasoline, oil and other lubricants
for his vehicle. The vehicle allowance will be adjusted each January by an
amount equal to the ratio of the federal IRS standard mileage reimbursement rate
for the new calendar yeü divided by the previous year's reimbursement rate but
may not decrease.

I

9.

SICK LEAVE

a)

Sick leave will be based on the benefits granted in the BUC at the same rate
other employees are entitled to receive.

b)

Accumulated sick leave lapses on termination of this Agreement and may not be
taken as a monetary benefit.

as

10. HEALTH AND OTHER INSURANCE

a)

EMPLOYEE shall receive a cash benefit for health, dental and vision insurance
equivalent to the TOWN'S contribution for the same types of insurance paid for
other employees as provided for in the BUC, payable in equal installments at
every pay period.
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11. TERMINATION
agrees to give the TOWN 90 days advance notice of his
resignation. During the transition period, unless excused by the Selectboard, he
shall devote his full time and efforts to the position of Town Manager and will
not be absent from the Town or the administration of the Town government by
using up accumulated sick leave or unused vacation time. The parties recognize
that in the event of EMPLOYEE resignation, the 90 day transition period is a
crucial time for Town government. In the event the Town Selectboard agrees to a
shorter notice period, then EMPLOYEE shall be paid only for actual time
worked and not for the 90 day period.

a) EMPLOYEE

b) It is agreed that there shall be no severance

pay when EMPLOYEE voluntarily

terminates his employment with the TOWN.

12. REMOVAL

a)

The Selectboard shall have the right to remove EMPLOYEE as Manager only for

in24 V.S.A. $1233.
The TOWN shall pay EMPLOYEE a sum equal to the compensation he would
have received under this Agreement, as if still employed, for a period of six
months upon removalo unless EMPLOYEE is removed from office after
conviction of a felony. Said sum shall be payable in periodic payments in the
same manner as paid during the previous six months including the benefits
referred to in Section l0 of this Agreement for no more than six months after
removal or until such time as EMPLOYEE secures other employment as a town
cause as provided for

b)

manager, whichever occurs first.

c)

Upon termination for conviction of a felony, EMPLOYEE shall not be entitled to
salary or severance benefits other than accrued vacation.

13. DISCONTINUAI\ICE OF TOWN MANAGER FORM OF GOVERNMENT

a) If the Town

Manager form of government in Norwich is discontinued,
EMPLOYEE's employment shall cease on the effective date of the
discontinuance.

b)

In the event of discontinuance of the Town Manager form of government, the
TOWN shall pay EMPLOYEE a sum equal to the compensation he would have
received under this Agreement, as if still employed, for a period of six months
after the effective date of the discontinuance. Said sum shall be payable in
periodic payments in the same manner as paid during the previous six months for
no more than six months after the effective date of the discontinuance of the
Town Manager form of government.

c) In the event EMPLOYEE

secures employment prior to the end of the six-month

period after the effective date of the discontinuance of the Town Manager form
of government, any compensation received by EMPLOYEE from other
employment which is equal to or less than the salary paid to EMPLOYEE by the
TOWN shall offset the sum equal to six months' salary due to EMPLOYEE on a
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weekly basis; any compensation received by EMPLOYEE from

other
employment which is greater than the six months' salary due to EMPLOYEE on
a weekly basis shall terminate the TOWN's obligation to make further payments
of salary.

d)

Under this section, the TOWN also agrees to continue to þay for the benefits
referred to in Section 10 of this agreement for EMPLOYEE and his spouse and
family for six monthso or until such time as EMPLOYEE secures other
employment with similar benefits, whichever occurs first.

14. TEMPORARY ACTING MANAGER

a)

EMPLOYEE shall have the right to appoint a TOWN employee as Acting Town
Manager in the event he is absent from the TOWN for any period of time or is ill
or unable to serve. This appointment shall be made with the consent of the
Norwich Selectboard and shall be for a period not to exceed 30 days.

15. PROFESSIONAL DUES AI\D CONFERENCES

a)

EMPLOYEE shall be reimbursed for all professional membership dues and the
cost of attending national, regional, state and local professional association
conferences and meetings of the International City Management Association,
Vermont Town and City Management Association and the Vermont League of
Cities and Towns.

b)

The TOWN shall budget and pay for the cost of such memberships, conference
fees, registrations, meals and reasonable travel expenses. EMPLOYEE shall pay
the cost for the attendance ofhis spouse.

16. BUSINESS EXPENSE

a)

The TOWN shall reimburse EMPLOYEE for all reasonable employment-related
expenses, including but not limited to meals, telephone calls, parking fees, tolls,
civic club membershipso and subscriptions. The TOWN shall provide the
EMPLOYEE with a wireless smartphone and pay the costs associated with the
phone. The employee may keep the phone at the end of his employment but is
responsible for monthly and other costs associated with continued use of the
phone.

17. PERSONNEL RULES AND REGULATIONS

a)

This Agreement supersedes the TOWN's personnel rules and regulations to the
extent said rules and regulations are in conflict with the Agreement. Otherwise,
such rules and regulations shall apply to EMPLOYEE.

18. RESIDENCY

a)

EMPLOYEE shall reside within the boundaries of the Town of Norwich or
within the boundaries of any town which shares a common border with the Town
ofNorwich.
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19. INDEMNIFICATION

a)

The TOWN shall defend and indemnify EMPLOYEE from any and all liability,
loss or damage, including but not limited to bodily injury or property damage
that EMPLOYEE becomes legally obligated to pay, including reasonable
attorney's or expert fees and court costs as a result of claims, demands, lawsuits,
costs or judgments against EMPLOYEE arising out of any actions, or the lack
thereof which are within the scope of EMPLOYEE'S lawful discretion,
responsibilities or duties with or for the TOWN.

20. BINDING EFFECT

a)

This Agreement shall be binding on the TOWN and EMPLOYEE and on the
successors, assigns and heirs ofeach, respectively.

21. LAW GOVERNING

a)

This agreement shall be construed and governed by the laws of the State of
Vermont as to interpretation and as to performance.

22. SEVERABILITY

a)

In the event that any provision of this Agreement, in whole or in part, is declared
competent jurisdiction or by any
jurisdiction,
administrative agency having
all of the other terms, conditions and
provisions of this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect and shall
continue to be binding upon the TOWN and EMPLOYEE to the same extent as if
the illegal or invalid provision had not been incorporated into this Agreement.

to be illegal or invalid by any court of

23. MODIFTCATION OF AGREEMENT

a)

No change or modification of this Agreement shall be valid unless it is in writing
and signed by both of the parties.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereunto have set their hands to this instrument to
confirm the Agreement consistent with the terms above.
TOWN OF NOR\ryICH

EMPLOYEE

Date:

Date

Linda Cook, Selectboard Chair

Neil R. Fulton, Town Manager
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FLSA Designation: Exempt
Pay Classification: 25

Job Title: Town Manager
Department: Town Admin istration

I.

JOB SUMIUARY

1.1
2.

This is a responsible administrative position that manages the affairs of the Town of Norwich pursuant to the
powers set forth in Chapter 37 of Title 24 ol lhe Vermont Statutes Annotated.

II,IAJORDUTIES

2.1
2.2

2.2.1

The Town Manager shall have general supervision of the affairs of the town, be the administrative head of all
departments of town government and shall be responsible for the efficient administration thereof.
The manager shall have authority and have the duty:
To cause duties required of the town not committed to the care of any particular officer, to be duly performed
and executed.

2.2.2 To perform all duties now conferred
2.2.2.1 prepare tax bills,

by law upon the Selectboard, except that the manager shall not:

2.2.2.2 sign orders on any funds of the town,
2.2.2.3 call special or annual town meetings,
2.2.2.4 lay out, alter or discontinue highways,
2.2.2.5 establish and lay out public parks,
2.2.2.6 makeassessments,
2.2.2.7 award damages,
2.2.2.8 make regulations under Title 23,
2.2.2.9 adopt ordinances under Title 24,
2.2.2.10 act as member of the board of civil authority,
2.2.2.11 act as a member of the liquor control commission, nor
2.2.2.12 make appointments to fill vacancies for elected or appointed boards or commissions that the Selectboard

2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.10

is

now authorized by law to fill.
To work within the Personnel Policies except when in conflict with the Town Manager's contract in which case
the contract shall control.
To perform all the duties now conferred by law upon the road commissioner of the town, including the signing
of orders.
To be the general purchasing agent of the town and purchase all supplies for every department thereof.
To have charge and supervision of all public town buildings, and repairs thereon; and all building done by the
town shall be done under the manager's charge and supervision.
To perform all the duties now conferred by law upon the Selectboard of the town under 19 V.S.A. 303 and
304, to control and maintain the town highways, except as limited in Section 2.2.2 above:
To do all the accounting for all of the departments of the town.
To supervise and expend all special appropriations of the town, as if the same were a separate department of
the town.
To have charge, control and supervision of the following matters:

2.10.1 The police department and shall appoint and may remove the officers and employees thereof and shall fix
their salaries.

2.10.2 The fire department and shall appoint, fix the compensation of and may remove all officers and employees
thereof.

2.10.3 The system of licenses, if any, not otherwise regulated by law.
2.10.4 The system of sewers and drainage, if any, except the making of assessments therefore.

210.5

The lighting of streets, highways and bridges.
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2.10.6
2.10.7
2.11

2.12
2.13

The sprinkling of streets and highways and laying of dust, except the making of assessments therefore.
The maintenance of parks and playgrounds.
To be the Director of Emergency Management.
To collect all taxes due the town and to perform all the duties now conferred by law upon the collector of taxes
and collector of delinquent taxes.
The manager shall, in all matters herein excepted, render the Selectbaord such assistance, as they shall
require.

2.14
2.15
2.16

Recruits, hires, evaluates, directs, and, if necessary, disciplines and fires town employees.
Develops new program directions and needs, identifies resources to accomplish programs, and recommends
action to the Selectboard.
Develops systems and procedures to implement policy decisions of the Selectboard and executes its
decisions.

2.17

Staffs the Selectboard and its meetings and facilitates the development of and carries out their policy
decisions.

2.18
2.19

2.20

3.

Prepares a draft town budget for the Selectboard to review, change if it deems necessary and present to the
voters for approval.
Assists the Selectboard in negotiations of collective bargaining contracts with bargaining units recognized by
the Vermont Labor Relations Board. Shall act as the designated representative of the Selectboard in the
negotiations and recommend Selectboard action on the contract proposal presented to them for approval.
ls the case manager for litigation except for litigation related to the performance or retention of the manager.

KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED BY THE POSITION
3.1

3.2

3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6

3.7
3.8
3.9

3.10

Knowledge of municipal management, community problems and potential solutions.
Knowledge of municipal, state and federal programs and decision-making processes.
Knowledge of financial administration and the design of financial accounting and reporting systems.
Knowledge of the theory and practice of public personnel administration.
Understanding of administrative organization, design, and evaluation.
Knowledge of computers, programs and systems, including word-processing, spreadsheets, databases,
networks and e-mail.
Knowledge and skill in municipal processes and techniques.
Knowledge of collective bargaining procedures and practices.
Knowledge of road, drainage and bridge maintenance programs.

Commitment

to town's purposes and objectives, as

determined

by the voters and its boards

and

3.12

commissions.
Ability to communicate effectively orally and in writing with the Board, town officers and employees, the media
and the public.
Ability to motivate and engender innovation and assumption of appropriate responsibility and decision-making

3.13
3.14
3.15
3.16
3.17
3.18
3.19
3.20

Ability to resolve conflict.
Ability to be creative and analytical.
Ability to direct, supervise and evaluate staff.
Ability to react quickly to changing situations that may be physically taxing.
Possession of public relations skills and publication knowledge.
Ability to organize and use time effectively, and handle several significant responsibilities simultaneously.
Ability to listen to and accept criticism.
Knowledge of municipal management practices.

3.11

by staff.

4.

SUPERVISORY CONTROLS

4.1
5.

GUIDELINES

5.1
6.

None

Guidelines include federal and state laws, local policies, and relevant ordinances. These guidelines require
judgment, selection and interpretation of laws for application. This position develops department guidelines.

COMPLEXITY/SCOPE OF WORK
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6.1

The work consists of varied management duties. The variety of tasks to be managed contributes to the

6.2

The purpose of this position is to direct the dayto-day operations of the Town of Norwich. Success in this

complexity of the position.
position contributes to the success of those operations.

7.

GONTACTS

7.1
7.2
8.

members of the general public.
Contacts are typically to provide services, to give or exchange information, to resolve problems, or to motivate
or influence persons.

PHYSICAL DEMANDS/WORKENVIRONMENT

8.1
8.2
9.

Contacts are typically with department heads, elected and appointed officials, bargaining units, business
owners, non-governmental organizations, taxpayers, representatives of state and local agencies, and

The work is typically performed while sitting at a desk or table or while intermittently sitting, standing, walking,
bending, crouching or stooping.
The work is typically performed in an office.

SUPERVISORY AND MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITY

9.1

This position has direct supervision overAssistant to the Town Manager (1), Assessor (1), Assessing Clerk
(1), Fire Chief (1), Police Chief (1), Finance Director (1), Public Works Director (1), Planning and Zoning
Director (1), and Recreation Director (1).

1

O. MIN¡MUM QUALIFICATIONS

10.1
10.2
10.3
10.4

Knowledge and level of competency commonly associated with the completion of a baccalaureate degree in a
course of study related to the occupational field.
Experience sufficient to thoroughly understand the diverse objectives and functions of the subunits in the
division/department in order to direct and coordinate work within the division/department, usually interpreted
to require three to five years of related experience.
Possession of or ability to readily obtain a valid driver's license issued by the State of Vermont for the type of
vehicle or equipment operated.
Ability to be bonded.

fs
TOWN OF NOR\ryICH
P.O. Box 376

NORWICH, VERMONT 05055-0376
TO\ryN MANAGER
EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT
This agreement is made this 25th day of September, 2008 by and between the Town of
Norwich, a municipal corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of
Vermont, hereinafter called the TOWN, and Peter B. Webster, of Manchester in the State
of Vermont hereinafter called EMPLOYEE, witnesseth:

IN

CONSIDERATION

of the mutual promises and undertakings of the parties

hereinafter set forth, the parties agree as follows:

1.

DUTIES

a)

The TOÌWN hereby hires EMPLOYEE to serve as the Norwich Town Manager
and to exercise the powers and duties of that position as set forth in Vermont law.
EMPLOYEE agrees to serve as Norwich Town Manager beginning November 3,
2008.

b)

2.

EMPLOYEE shall exercise the powers and perform the duties of the Manager as
set forth in the Job Description attached hereto and made apart of this agreement
and those provided by Chapter 37 of Title 24 of tl' Vermont Statutes Annotated
and such other powers and duties as may be provided for under Vermont law.

DURATION OF AGREEMENT

a) The duration of this agreement shall be from November 3, 2008 until
November 4, 20ll unless otherwise provided for under the provisions of this
agreement.

3.

PERFORMANCE AI\D SALARY

a)

The TOÌWN shall pay to the EMPLOYEE a salary

of $75,000 per

annum,

payable in equal installments at the same time as other employees of the Town

Norwich are paid. The TOWN agrees that, upon the anniversary

of

of

this

agreement annually, the TOWN shall review the salary of the EMPLOYEE and,
based upon at least a satisfactory performance review (Good/Competent) in all
categories, shall increase it by the cost of living increase as granted to nonthe
bargaining unit employees. Further, based on the performance

of

EMPLOYEE, the TOWN may grant, at its sole discretion, either an additional
merit salary increase or a one-time lump sum bonus payment.

4.

FULL TIME

a)

EMPLOYEE shall devote all his/her time and effort to the performance of his/her

duties as Town Manager. The TOWN shall provide EMPLOYEE with
reasonable time off from normal duties as compensation for extended office
hours and evening meetings. The TOWN shall not be responsible for payment of
any compensatory time and there shall be no accumulation of such time.
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5.

RETIREMENT

a) As required by Vermont law EMPLOYEE shall participate in the Vermont
Municipal Employees Retirement System (VMERS) Plan B. At the EMPLOYEE
sole discretion this may be the VMERS Defined Contribution Plan.

6.

VACATION

a)

to four weeks (20 Days) of vacation each
employment year. Such vacation shall accrue and be available to EMPLOYEE at
the rate of one week per quarter, except that EMPLOYEE shall accrue the first
two quarters of vacation time (10 days) at the start of employment. EMPLOYEE
agrees not to take more than two weeks at any one time without the prior consent
of the Selectboard.
EMPLOYEE shall be entitled

b) A maximum of five weeks of unused vacation time may accrue in a flrscal year.
Any vacation time which would otherwise accrue, but which would cause

the

total available vacation time to exceed fïve weeks in a fiscal year, shall be lost.

7.

LIF'E INSURANCE

a)

8.

RELOCATION EXPENSES

a)

9.

The TOWN shall provide, at its expense, a life insurance policy for EMPLOYEE
in the same amount as provided to other salaried town employees.

The TOWN shall reimburse EMPLOYEE for renting temporary housing and for
reasonable moving expenses of up to $5,000. Reasonable moving expenses
includes packing and moving household contents from his/her present residence
to Norwich, Vermont, including the storage of EMPLOYEE household goods
and furnishings while in temporary housing and for reasonable moving expenses
from the temporary housing to his/her permanent residence. This paragraph does
not cover costs related to the sale orpurchase ofreal estate.

AUTOMOBILE

a)

The TOWN shall pay EMPLOYEE a vehicle allowance of $3,600 per year made
payable in monthly installments of $300 and paid in the first pay period of each
month. EMPLOYEE shall be responsible for all repairs, maintenance, insurance,
registration, loan or lease payments, gasoline, oil and other lubricants for his/her

vehicle.

10. SICK LEAVE

a) EMPLOYEE shall be credited with seven days of sick leave

upon

commencement of this agreement and then be entitled to accrue sick leave as
provided in the Town's Personnel Policies.

b)

Accumulated sick leave lapses on termination or retirement and may not be taken
as a monetary benefit.
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11. TERMINATION

a)

EMPLOYEE agrees to give the TOWN 90 days notice of his/her resignation.
During the transition period, unless excused by the Selectboard, he/she shall
devote his/her full time and efforts to the position of Town Manager and will not
be absent from the TOWN or the administration of the TOrWN government by
using up accumulated sick leave or unused vacation time. The parties recognize
that in the event of EMPLOYEE resignation, the 90 day transition period is a
crucial time for TOWN govemment. In the event the TOWN Selectboard agrees
to a shorter notice period, then EMPLOYEE shall be paid only for actual time
worked and not for the 90 day period.

b) It is agreed that there shall be no severance

pay when EMPLOYEE voluntarily

terminates his/her employment with the TOWN.

12. REMOVAL

a)

The Selectboard shall have the right to remove EMPLOYEE as Manager at any
time and for any reason as provided in 24 VSA $ 1233.

b)

The TOWN shall pay EMPLOYEE a sum equal to six months salary upon
removal, unless EMPLOYEE is removed from office after conviction of a felony.
Said sum shall be payable in equivalent periodic payments for no more than six
months after removal or until such time as EMPLOYEE secures employment as
a Town Manager, whichever occurs first. Under this section, the TOWN also
agrees to continue to pay all health insurance premiums for EMPLOYEE and
his/her spouse and family for six months, or until such time as EMPLOYEE
secures employment with similar benefits, whichever occurs first.

c)

Upon termination for conviction of a felony, EMPLOYEE shall not be entitled to
salary or severance benefits other than accrued vacation.

d)

In the event that the TOWN, during any time EMPLOYEE is employed by the
TOWN, reduces the salary or other financial benefits of EMPLOYEE in a greater
percentage than an applicable across-the-board reduction for all employees of the
TOWN, or in the event that the TOWN refuses upon written notice to comply
with any other provision benefrting EMPLOYEE under this Agreement, or in the
event that EMPLOYEE resigns following a demand by the Selectboard that
he/she resign, then, in those events, EMPLOYEE may, at his/her option within
30 calendar days of the event, be deemed to be terminated and the severance pay
provision shall be applicable.

13. DISCONTINUAI\CE OF TO\ryN MANAGER FORM OF GOVERNMENT

a) If the Town Manager form of

in Norwich is discontinued,
on the effective date of the

government

EMPLOYEE's employment shall cease
discontinuance.

b) In the event of discontinuance of the Town Manager form of government, the
TOWN shall pay EMPLOYEE a sum equal to six months salary. Said sum shall
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be payable in equivalent periodic payments for no more than six months after the
effective date of the discontinuance of the Town Manager form of government.

c) In the event EMPLOYEE secures employment prior to the end of the six-month
period after the effective date of the discontinuance of the Town Manager form
of government, any compensation received by EMPLOYEE from other
employment which is equal to or less than the salary paid to EMPLOYEE by the
TOWN shall offset the sum equal to six months salary due to EMPLOYEE on a
weekly basis; any compensation received by EMPLOYEE from other
employment which is greater than the six months salary due to EMPLOYEE on a
weekly basis shall terminate the TOWN's obligation to make further payments of
salary.

d)

Under this section, the TOWN also agrees to continue to pay all health insurance
premiums for EMPLOYEE and his/her spouse and family for six months, or until
such time as EMPLOYEE secures employment with similar beneflrts, whichever
occurs first.

14. TEMPORARY ACTING MANAGER

a)

EMPLOYEE shall have the right to appoint a TOWN employee as Acting Town
Manager in the event he/she is absent from the TOWN for any period of time or
is ill or unable to serve. This appointment shall be made with the consent of the
Norwich Selectboard and shall be for a period not to exceed 30 days.

15. PROFESSIONAL DUES AI\D CONFERENCES

a)

EMPLOYEE shall be reimbursed for all professional membership dues and the
cost of attending national, regional, state and local professional association
conferences and meetings of the Intemational City Management Association,
Vermont Town and City Management Association and the Vermont League of
Cities and Towns.

b)

The TOWN shall budget and pay for the cost of such memberships, conference
fees, registrations, meals and reasonable travel expenses. EMPLOYEE shall pay
the cost for the attendance ofhis/her spouse.

16. BUSINESS EXPENSE

a)

The TOTWN shall reimburse EMPLOYEE for all reasonable employment-related
expenses, including but not limited to meals, telephone calls, parking fees, tolls,
civic club memberships, and subscriptions.

17. PERSONNEL RULES A¡ID REGULATIONS

a)

This Agreement supersedes the TOWN's personnel rules and regulations to the
extent said rules and regulations are in conflict with the Agreement.
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18. RESIDENCY

a)

EMPLOYEE shall reside within the boundaries of the Town of Norwich or
within the boundaries of any town which shares a common border with the Town
ofNorwich.

19. INDEMNIFICATION

a)

The TOWN shall indemnify EMPLOYEE from any and all liability, loss or
damage, including but not limited to bodily injury or property damage that
EMPLOYEE becomes legally obligated to pay, including reasonable attorney's
fees and court costs as a result of claims, demands, costs or judgment against
EMPLOYEE arising out of any acts which are within the EMPLOYEE'S lawful
duties with the TOWN.

20. BINDING EFFECT

a)

This Agreement shall be binding on the TOWN and EMPLOYEE and on the
successors, assigns and heirs ofeach, respectively.

21. LA\ry GOYERNING

a)

This agreement shall be construed and governed by the laws of the State of
Vermont as to interpretation and as to performance.

22. SEVERABILITY

a)

In the event that any provision of this Agreement, in whole or in part, is declared
to be illegal or invalid by any court of competent jurisdiction or by any
administrative agency having jurisdiction, all of the other terms, conditions and
provisions of this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect and shall
continue to be binding upon the TOWN and EMPLOYEE to the same extent as if
the illegal or invalid provision had not been incorporated into this Agreement.

23. CONDITIONAL FACTORS

a)

This agreement shall be conditional based upon the EMPLOYEE successfully
completing a medical, physical and psychological examination and background
investigation.

24. MODIFICATION OF AGREEMENT

a)

No change or modification of this Agreement shall be valid unless it is in writing
and signed by both of the parties.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties

hereunto have set their hands and

instrument the day and year first above written.

TOWN OF NOR\MICH

Gerard Chapdelaine, Selectboard Chair
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EMPLOYEE

to

this

*-6
Nancy Kramer
From:
Sent:
To:

Tuesday, )uly 2L,2015 1:52 PM
Chipper Ashley (C.Ashley.SB@gmail.com); Dan Goulet (dangoulet53@gmail.com); Linda

Cc:

Cook (lcook2825@gmail.com); Mary Layton (marydlayton@gmail.com); Stephen
Flanders (stephen.n.flanders@gmail.com)
Nancy Kramer

Subject:
Attachments:

Ashley email.pdf; FY 16 Annual and Hourly L.68o/o.pdf

Neil Fulton

FW: Requests

HiMary,
lnformation requested attached.
Neil

---Origina I Message--From : Ma ry Layton [ma ilto: ma rv. lavton @va lev. net]
Sent: Tuesday, July 2L,20L5 t2:4LPM
To: Neil Fulton
Subject: Requests
I

HiNeil
Would you please send me the following information:
Payroll step and grade charts that are currently in use
An email attachment of Chris Ashley's explanation of March 2,ãOLS grade and step increase, in a different format. The
Mime format did not open for me.
Thanks
Mary Layton
Sent from my iPhone

1

Neil Fulton
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Christopher Ashley < c.ashley.sb@gmail.com
Wednesday, March l-8, 2015 9:11AM
Linda Cook
Neil Fulton; Nancy Kramer
Item for 3-25 agenda and SB packet

>

Linda,

Please include this memo for the 3-25 SB packet. lf there is an agenda item on Neil's salary it should go there, or if not, please put it
under SB correspondence.
Thank you,
Chipper
To: The Norwich Selectboard
Re: The increase in Neil Fulton's Salary for the March 4 payroll.
From: Christopher Ashley
March 18, 2015
The Selectboard and the Norwich Town Meeting both approved the FY 2015 budget with a salary line item for the Town Manager of

$101,416. This figure was based on the same rationale as for all town employees: an estimated cost of living increase

o12o/o and a

step increase of 2o/o on the anniversary date of the employee's hiring. This rationale was clearly expressed during the budget process
and at the town meeting. As it turns out the actual cost of living increase was slightly less than 2%.
Neil Fulton's anniversary date is September 20th. He should have begun receiving his step increase on the next payroll. This did not
happen.

When I signed the warrant for the March 4th payroll, I saw the specific warrant item for an increase (over $800 dollars) for Neil's pay. I
inquired into the change and discovered the circumstance that Neil had not received his step increase in September. The added
amount made up for the missing 5 months of salary and will be reduced to what he should have been receiving for the remaining FY15
payrolls.
I also discovered that there isn't a routine process for changes to the Town Manager's salary that have been approved by Town
Meeting as part of the budget. I suggested to Neil at the time that this ought to be done at the first SB meeting in each new fìscal year,
I believe that it is important to note, that during my time on the Selectboard, the Town Manager's salary and any increases to it have
been handled using the same percentages as every other town employee. I think this is a good system to use.

Christopher Ashley
Norwich Selectboard
Please note that any response or reply to this electronic message may be
subject to disclosure as a public record under the Vermont Public
Records Act.
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Nancv Kramer
From:

Cc:

Neil Fulton
Tuesday, July 2L,2015 9:55 AM
Chipper Ashley (C.Ashley.SB@gmail.com); Dan Goulet (dangoulet53@gmail.com); Linda
Cook (lcook2825@gmail.com); Mary Layton (marydlayton@ gmail.com); Stephen
Flanders (stephen.n.flanders@gmail.com)
Nancy Kramer; Roberta Robinson

Subject:

FW: Payrollquestions

Attachments:

Selectboard20L5-03-25.pdf; Payroll Form.pdf; Item for 3-25 agenda and SB packet

Sent:

lo:

Mary,
As of July 1.,2074 - 25F

Attached

is

the payroll form that authorized the increase from 25F to 25G.

My rate was miscoded as we made the transition from FY15 to FY16. As of June 30 2015,1 was at the 25G rate and as of
July 1, I was at the 25G rate.
Attached is an email from Chipper explaining the increase.
Attached are the minutes of the March 25,2OI5 Selectboard meeting when Chipper's email was discussed
Neil

From : Mary Layton [ma ilto : ma rudlavton@g
Sent: Tuesday, July 2L,2015 8:26 AM
To: Neil Fulton
Subject: Payroll questions

ma i l.com]

Hi Neil

I have some payroll questions. I would appreciate an email response.
In regards to our conversation yesterday when I was looking over the current payroll warrant, you mentioned
that your compensation level was increased in this pay period from grade step 25F to 25G. Did I hear that
statement correctly?
Would you kindly inform me of your grade and step arangements at the following points in time:
August 2014
September 20,2014.Is this your anniversary date? Was a gtade and step increase made at this time in
accordance with town policy, which states that it is awarded on the anniversary date of hire, contingent upon a
completed and positive evaluation?

March 5,2014. Was an increase awarded on or before this date?
1

Jvly 20,2014. As per our conversation, was an additional grade and step increase added to your compensation?

It would be very helpful to me to be clearly informed on these points. The payroll needs to be signed so that
employees can receive their compensation.

I do not wish to be placed in the position of sanctioning a pay increase that is not in accordance with town
policy. As your compensation authorization is bundled together with that of other town employees, and because
there are procedural questions in my mind as well as time pressure, I view this as a very awkward situation.

I would appreciate your prompt reply.
Mary Layton

2

Minutes of the Selectboard Meetinq of Wednesdav, March 25, 2015 at 6:30 PM
Members present: Linda Cook, Chair; Christopher Ashley (by phone); Steve Flanders; Dan
Goulet; Mary Layton, Vice-Chair; Neil Fulton, Town Manager; Nancy Kramer, Assistant to the
Town Manager.
There were about 25 people in the audience.

Also participating: BillAldrich, Lyle Favreau, Carolyn Frye, Thad Goodwin, Dennis Kaufman,
Steve Leinoff, Lee Michaelides, Bonnie Munday, Frank Olmstead, Nancy Osgood, Doug
Robinson, Anne Silberfarb, Peter Silberfarb, Demo Sofronas, Richard Stucker, Matt Swett.
Cook opened the meeting at 6:30 pm.

1. Approval of Agenda (Action ltem). The Selectboard, by consensus, approved the Agenda

2.

Public Comments. No actions taken.

3. Town Manager's Report (Discussion). No report other

than what is on the agenda.

4.

Finance - Board to Sign Accounts PayableMarrants (Action ltem). After two questions,
Flanders moved (2no Ashley) to approve Check Warrant Report #15-23 for General Fund in the
amount of $1,075,769.78, for Highway Garage Fund in the amount of $1 ,498.45, for Police Station
Fund in the amount of $1 ,498.45, for Fire Station Fund in the amount of $1 ,498.45 and for Long
Term Facility Study Fund in the amount of $1 ,254.65 for the period from 03112/15 to 03125115.
Motion passed.

7.

Review Rules for Conduct of Regular and Special Selectboard Meetings (Discussion/Action

Item). Fulton reviewed the changes and Cook read the new #12. After some discussion,
Flanders moved (2nd Ashley) to accept the highlighted changes to Rules for Conduct of Regular
and Special Selectboard Meetings. Motion passed 3 to 2 (yes - Ashley, Flanders and Layton;
no

- Cook and Goulet).

8. Emailfrom Chris Katucki

(Discussion/Possible Action ltem). Cook reviewed Katucki's request
and Kaufman spoke in favor of the Town doing. After discussion regarding how best to do,
Flanders moved (2nd Goulet) that the Town Mãnager's Office post tó the Ñorwich Listserv links to
the agendas and minutes of the Town of Norwich's committees, boards and commissions.
Motion passed.

5.

Liquor Licenses (Action ltem). Flanders moved (2nd Layton) that the Selectboard convene as
the Norwich Liquor Commission. Motion passed. Munday spoke briefly about what was needed
from the Selectboard and Cook reviewed the applications. Afterwards, Flanders moved (2nd
Layton) to approve the liquor license applications for Norwich Inn (3), Dan & Whit's General Store,
King Arthur Flour Company (2), Carpenter and Main Restaurant (2) and Norwich Wines & Spirits.
Motion passed. After signing the applications, Goulet moved (2no Ashley) to close the Norwich
Liquor Commission session and reconvene as the Selectboard meeting. Motion passed.

6.

Town of Norwich Open Positions lnterviews/Appointments (Action ltem). Candidates present
and interviewed were: Frank Olmstead, BillAldrich, Nancy Osgood, Lee Michaelides and Thad
Goodwin. Afterwards, Goulet moved (2nd Flanders) to appoini Frank Olmstead as the Agent to
Prosecute for a one-year term ending in March, 2016, appoint Chris Rimmer to the Conservation
Commission for a four-year term ending in March ,2019, appoint Robert Sydney to the Energy
Committee for a three-year term ending in March ,2018, reappoint Bill Aldrich and Nancy Osgood
to the Historic Preservation Commission for three-year terms ending in March, 2018, appoint Lee
Michaelides to the Board of Listers for an interim period ending March 1,2016 and reappoint Chris
Clapp to the Recreation Council for a three-year term ending in March ,2018. Motion passed.
Goulet moved (2nd Layton) to reappoint Thâd Goodwin as Tree Warden. Motion passed.
Layton took over as Vice-Chair for this portion of the meeting. After discussion of the duties of the
Town Service Officer and how to apply for assistance, Flanders moved (2nd Goulet) appoint Linda
Cook as the Town Service Officer for the period April 15,2015 through April 14, 2016. Motion
passed. Cook abstained.

9.

Town Pool Dam (Discussion/Possible Action ltem). No actions taken

10. Capital Facilities (Discussion/Possible Action ltem). Cook polled the Selectboard as to their
priorities. Responses werer Layton - timeline, scope of project; Flanders - timeline, program;
Ashley - timeline, do DPW project first; Goulet - downsize, do Police Station then DPW and Cook
- timeline, program for each. Public comments encouraged the Board to move forward with the
project. After Selectboard discussion of Flanders suggested steps for seeking bond approval and
some discussion of the program, the Board agreed by consensus to have a special meeting
April lstat 6:00 pm to furthèr review the timeline and program.
11. Correspondence (Please go to www.norwich.vt.us, click on Boards & Committees from the
blue banner, click on Selectboard and click on Recent Selectboard Correspondence in the middle
section to view resident correspondence):
a) Resident 1) #11 a) and b). Email from Arline Rotman Re: Public Facilities and Letter from John
Saroyan Re: VNA Leadership Salaries. Goulet moved (2nd Flanders) to receive an
email from Arline Rotman're: public facilities and a letter from John Saroyan re: VNA
leadership salaries. Motion passed.

12. Selectboard

a)

Town Manager Pay (Discussion/Possible Action ltem). The Selectboard reviewed
Ashley's email regarding the increase in Fulton's salary. No actions were taken.
b) Approval of the Minutes of the 11119114, 11125114, 1213114, 12110114, 117115, 1114115,
1128114,21'11115,2125115 and 314115 Meetings (Action ltem). After discussion, Flanders
moved 12nd Ashley) to approve the minutes ótti'le November 19, 2014, November 25,
2014, December 3,2014, December 10,2014, January 7,2015, January 14,2015,
January 28,2014, February 11,2015 and February 25,2015 Selectboard meetings.
Motion passed 3 to.l (yes - Ashley, Flanders and Goulet; no - Cook). Layton abstained
Flanders moved (2no Layton) to approve the minutes of the March 4,2015 Selectboard
meeting. Motion passed.
c) Review of Next Agendas (Discussion/Possible Action ltem). ltems on the agenda for
April 8In will include: an Executive Session for an update on litigation, capital facilities,
alarm and speed ordinances and an appointment to the Norwich Energy Committee.

Goulet moved (2nd Ashley) to adjourn. Motion passed. Meeting adjourned at 8:58 pm

Approved by the Selectboard on April 22,2015.
By Nancy Kramer
Assistant to the Town Manager

Linda Cook
Selectboard Chair

Special Selectboard Meeting
Next Regular Meeting

-

-

April 1, 2015 at 6:00 PM

April 8. 2015 at 6:30 PM

PLEASE NOTE THAT CATV RECORDS ALL REGULAR MEETINGS OF THE NORWICH
SELECTBOARD. FOR A MORE DETAILED TRANSCRIPTION PLEASE REFER TO THE
DVD. DVDs ARE AVAILABLE ONE WEEK AFTER AIRING AT THE NORWCH PUBLIC
LIBRARY.
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#8
Nancy Kramer
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:

Neil Fulton
Thursday, July 23,2015 9:L2 AM
Chipper Ashley (C.Ashley.SB@gmail.com); Dan Goulet (dangoulet53@gmail.com); Linda
Cook (lcook2825 @gmail.com); Mary Layton (marydlayton@ gmail.com); Stephen
Flanders (stephen.n.flanders@ gmail.com)
Nancy Kramer; Andy Hodgdon
Curb and Repaving Sidewalk

All,
Please review the following email from Jonathan Vincent of the Fire District. lt applies to the section of Main Street
between the north terminus of Hazen Street and Koch Road. The current bituminous curb and sidewalk is the Fire
District's and they have the responsibílity to maíntain. We have done a number of cooperative projects with the Fire

District in the past to upgrade curbing and replace sidewalks and at the end on the project we assumed the
responsibility for future repairs and maintenance.
The last cooperative project we díd with the Fire District was the curbing and sidewalk between Koch Road and Turnpike
Road. We supplied labor and gravel to remove the curbing and sidewalk and make ready for the installation of the
curbing and paving the sidewalk. The Fire District paid for the purchase and installation of the curbing, the concrete
backing of the curbing and paving the sidewalk.
For the section between Hazen Street and Koch Road we estimate that the curbing purchase and installation including
concrete backing will cost S17,500, paving the sidewalk S1L,000, for a total contracted services cost of $28,500. ln
addition there would be Town backhoe and truck time and labor time for both the Town and Fire District.

The cost for replacing the current bituminous curb with a concrete backed granite curb and repaving the sidewalk was
not included in the paving work discussed by the Selectboard at the July 8, 2015 Selectboard meeting.

The Fire District has now offered to contribute 55,000 to the project. lf the same cost sharing model was used for this
project as forthe section between Koch Road and Turnpike Road the Fire District cost would be 528,500. We initially
asked that the Fíre District contribute approximately 525,000 towards the curb and sidewalk portion of the project.
then offered to recommend to the Selectboard that the curb and sidewalk project proceed with the paving project if the
Fire District would contribute 510,000 towards the curbing and paving. The Town would essentially pay for new granite
curbing to establish a better drainage profile and the Fire District would pay the cost of paving the sidewalk.
I

The start date for the Main Street paving has been changed from July 27 to August 3 in case the Selectboard wants to
consider adding an agenda item to the July 29 meeting to consider the Fire District proposal.
I

await your guidance

Neil

From: Jonathan Vincent [mailto:jonathanvinc@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 22,2015 9:12 AM
To: Nancy Kramer; Neil Fulton
Gc: Barbara Currier; Vince Watts; Norwich Fire District

Subject: Repaving Sidewalk
1

The Prudential Committee of the Norwich Fire district considered Andy Hogdon's verbal proposal that the NFD
contribute $10,000 towards the repair of the sidewalk from Hazen Street to Koch Road. We were told that work
is scheduled to begin August 1. Two years ago, when this work was "scheduled," the NFD verifïed that all the
water services were copper in that section, since plastic services tend to break.

At this point, the Committee felt that we did not have that much available, but were able to justi$ a gift of
$5,000 toward the work, with the understanding that at the compldtion of the project, the sidewalk would be
owned by the Town.
We hope that the additional amount can be found to do the repairs in conjunction with the repaving already
approved by the Select Board, since it would be more cost efficient and produce a much better end product. We
look forward to discussing this with the Select Board at their August 26 meeting. The next Prudential
Committee meeting is scheduled for August 10 at 5:30 p.m. in Tracy Hall.
For the Prudential Committee:
Jonathan Vincent, Chair

Jonathan Vincent

802-649-1807
Jonathanvinc@ gmail. com

2

+t
To: The Norwich Select Board
From: The Prudential Committee of the Norwich Fire District
Date: July 1 ,2015

Re: Ownership of Sidewalks in Norwich
The Fire District has been approached by Andy Hodgdon, acting in his position
as Director of Public Works, asking the District to pay $25,000 toward the
restoration of and the installation of new granite curbing on the sidewalk from
Koch Road to Hazen Street. This would be coordinated with the Town's repaving
of that section of North Main Street.
The Board voted unanimously not to pay the $25,000, since our budget has been
stretched by the nearly completed repairs to the pump house, as well as
miscellaneous other repairs.
ln the past the District was able to budget a small amount, about $10,000 each
year, for sidewalk maintenance and repair, but has been unable to do so for the
past severalyears. Accordingly, since the sidewalks are used by all in the Town,
and do need upkeep, the Prudential committee is proposing turning over the
remaining sidewalks in its possession to the Town at no charge.
The Town has money set aside in a sidewalk fund, and is in a far better position
to properly maintain the sidewalks. lf this proposal is acceptable, please let us
know so that the necessary documents can be drawn up. We expect them to be
similar to those used throwing up the Fire District land at the transfer station to
the Town some years ago.
Respectfully,
Jonathan Vincent, Chair
Barbara Currier
Vince Watts

The Prudential Committee of the Norwich Fire District

#8
Town of Norwich, Verrnont

CHARTEREÞ ¡76r

Neil R. Fulton
Town Manager

November 1,2012
Brion McMullan
Norwich Fire District
P.O. Box777
Norwich, VT 05055
Re: Transfer of Fire District Sidewalks to the Town
Dear Brion,

This is a follow-up to the ongoing discussions we have been having in regard to
the Fire District sidewalks and a proposal for transferring the ownership of the
current Fire District sidewalks to the Town of Norwich. I am prepared to
recommend to the Selectboard the approval of a Memorandum of Agreement
(MOA) based on the following:

.
o
o
.
.
.

The Town and Fire District willwork together by contributing labor and
equipment to reduce the costs to both entities within the capabilities of the
Town and Fire District.
The Fire District upgrades the sidewalks as shown in the attached
spreadsheet.
Any new or reset granite curb is backed by concrete.
The sidewalk is paved with a 2" of Type llY¿" base and 1" of Type lV 31" top
coat.
Where required in areas where a sidewalk is paved or repaved detectable
warning truncated cones shall be installed.
The Town would accept the responsibility for the sidewalks identified as "No
upgrade needed" once the MOA is signed by both parties.

I am available to meet with you and/or the Prudential Committee to work out any
details.

Thank you for all your help reviewing options for the Town to assume the
responsibility for the current Fire District sidewalks.

Sincerely,
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Neil R. Fulton
Town Manager
Enclosure
cc:

Andy Hodgdon
File

/ndk

P.O, Box 376, Norwich, VT

05055

manager@nonrich.vt.us

(802) 649-1419 ext. '102

Fire District Sidewalks
Proposal for Transfer to Town
Galendar
Street
Year

From

lo

Notes

2013

Main Street

Gateway Project

Elm Street

No upgrade needed

2013

Main Street

Elm Street

Dan & Whit's

No upgrade needed

2013

Church Street

Main Street

Congregational Church

No upgrade needed

2013

Main Street

Tracy Hall

Tracy Hall

No upgrade needed

2013

Main Street

Tracy Hall

Carpenter Street

No upgrade needed

2013

Main Street

Carpenter Street

Stone Planter

2013

Main Street

Stone Planter

Hazen Street South

2013

Main Street

Hazen Street South

Hazen Street North

No upgrade needed
FD - lnstall granite curb
Town - Paves
FD - lnstall granite curb
Town - Paves

2013

Main Street

Hazen Street North

Koch Road

FD - Replaces asphalt curb with granite

Bridge

FD - Replaces asphalt curb with granite and paves

2014-2015 Beaver Meadow Road Cemetery

Street

2016

Main

Norwich

lnn

Beaver Meadow Road

FD - Resets granite curb and paves

2016

Beaver Meadow Road Nonruich

lnn

Norwich lnn Service Driverrvay

FD - Resets granite curb and paves

2016

Beaver Meadow Road Cross House/lnn Service Driveway Crosswalk

FD - lnstalls granite curb and paves

FD - Fire District
Town - Town of Norwich

11t1t2012

Existing Nonvich Sidewalks

Street

From

To

Length

w¡dth Sidewalk
Material

Curb

Condition

tlaterial

Gurrent

Year

Remaining

Gost to

Built

Life (Years)

Annualized

Reolace
Main Street

Ledyard Bridqe

Main Street

Montshire Drive
Under Ledyard
Bridge

Main Street

Ledyard Bridqe

Gateway Condos

Main Street

1,302

5

Concrete

Granite

Fair

$20,181

1970

5

$1,009

805

5

Concrete

Granite

Excellent

$12,478

2003

11

$624

3,626

5

Asphalt

Granite

Fair to Poor

$56,203

1970

5

$2,810

Gateway Condos Church Street

909

5

Concrete

Granite

Excellent

$14,090

2009

17

$704

Church Street

Main Street

Marion Cross

277

5

Concrete

Granite

Excellent

$4,294

2009

17

$21

s

Main Street

Koch Road

Turnpike Road

530

5

Asphalt

Granite

Excellent

$8,215

2010

18

$41

1

Turnpike Road

Main Street

Huntlev Rec. Entrance

2,100

4

Asphalt

Granite

Poor

$74,235

1999

7

$3,712

Turnpike Road

Huntley Street

Moore Lane

740

5

Asphalt

Granite

Excellent

$11,470

2009

17

$s74

Elm Street

Holland

Holland

200

5

Asphalt

Granite

Good

$3,418

1994

10

$171

Foley Park

Main Street
Library Bus Stop
Beaver Meadow
Road
Bridge

Library Bus Stop

40

5

Concrete

Granite

Excellent

$1,257

2004

12

$63

Huntley Street

90

5

Asphalt

None

Poor

$3,680

1982

0

$184

Hazen Street

Library entrance

100

5

Asphalt

Granite

Poor

$3,853

1999

5

$193

Main Street

Total 10,529

s213.372

$r0,669
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